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FOREWORD
History is the product of those who resurch the records of past
events and present them in readable form. Volume 4 of the AWA
REVIEW continues in the tradition of previous volumes by offering
eight contributions to the recorded history of electronics technology.
These will be informative to electronics historians and collectors.
Three items deal with the history of vacuum-tube technology. John
Anderson discusses urly tube research at General Electric. He describes how a group of gifted theoreticians and developers transformed
the Audion, with its numerous faults, into high-vacuum, high-power devices in just a few years. Attila Balaton's coverage of tube manufacture
at Western Electric commemorates the end of production. It gives detailed insight into the materials and structures used in these devices
and a step-by-step photo-essay on their construction. Ludwell Sibley
provides further material on WE tube products, emphasiz.ing the application history of some ordinary-appearing but historic items.
A classic shortwave receiver of the Thirties and Forties for commercial, military, and serious amateur use was the National Company's
HRO. Charles Fisher has provided a real service to admirers of thi.~
technical milestone. He reports on a painstaking survey of construction details over the first years of produaion. His article will be of
great va.l ue in dating the varied samples in collections.
Louise Moreau, widely known for her writings on telegraph keys,
brings us an analysis of the historic role that women have played in
telecommunications, from Greek and Roman times, through the telegraph era, into the world of electronics.
Two articles cover the progress of transducers used in telecommunications. Floyd Paul supplies a thorough review of the commercial development of loudspeakers in the Twenties, with the transition from
hudphones to cone-type designs whose essentials are still in use. Bob
Paquette furnishes a comprehensive history of microphones from the
very beginnings up to about 1950, with extensive photographs.
With 1989 as the fiftieth anniversary of commercial television in the
U. S., William Denk's paper on television development at Philco in the
late 1930s provides valuable insight. RCA receives wide recognition
for its contnbutions to this an, but such others as Farnsworth and
Philco figured importantly as well. His analysis of a 1937 internal
progress report gives a snapshot of this effort.
Tbe Editors

A SKETCH OF EARLY RADIO
VACUUM-TUBE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
AT THE GENERAL ELECI'RIC
COMPANY
J. M. Anderson
Scotia, NY

INTRODUCJ'ION
Beginning in late 1912 and covering a period until the United States
entered World War I in 1917, the General Electric Research Laboratory developed high-vacuum radio tubes from the existing de Forest
audion. ln addition, the circuits to use them were conceived and constructed, helping to lay the foundations for high-power long-distance
radio telephony and commercial broadcasting to home receivers. In total personnel, a somewhat disjointed group of about 15 people were involved in the early work, but those principally responsible for originating the necessary concepts were five in number: Irving Langmuir,
William C. White, Saul Dushman, Albert W. Hull, and Ernst F. W.
Alexanderson. The latter individual was associated mainly with
Charles Ste.inmetz but interacted strongly with the Laboratory.
Langmuir had joined the Laboratory in 1909 at the age of 27, after
receiving his doctorate at Goettingen, Germany, in 1906. Working with
incandescent lamps, among many other projects, be had established the
validity of a "pure electron discharge," that is, the emission of free electrons from a hot filament, and their flow governed by space charge
across a vacuum to a collecting anode. In the years 1912-17 he was the
Laboratory's mental force behind vacuum-tube development and circuit design. But by the Twenties his interests had turned elsewhere; for
work in chemistry, he received the Nobel prize in 1932.
White joined the group permanently in 1912, at the age of 21, after
earning his degree in EE from Columbia University in New York City.
In February of 1913 he was transferred to work for Langmuir (they
were cousins, their mothers being sisters). For the next six years or so
he was responsible for coordination of tube construction, testing, and
building of circuits. By the 1920s he had drifted almost completely into
management and in 1930 was made head of the new Vacuum Tube Engineering Department. White was one of those super-enthusiastic
youths who, in various periods of history, have embraced telegraphy,
wireless, radio, and today computers. He had a knowledge of wireless,
6

and brought with him a willingness to work six days a week and many
evenings and Sundays. This enthusiasm did not diminish in later life.
The author remembers hearing him talk, about 1955, and being impressed at his bounding across the stage to emphasize a point.
Dushman joined the Laboratory at the age of 29, after getting a doctorate and doing some teaching at the University of Toronto. His interests were both experimental and theoretical, becoming a world authority on vacuum systems. and also writing books on physical subjects
such as quantum mechanics. He modified Richardson's equation to
take account of spin-up, spin-down states of the electrons; the expression is commonly k.nown today as the Richardson-Dushman law. It is
the equation for thermal emission of electrons from metals as a function of work function and temperature.
Hull bad been an undergraduate classics major at Yale University,
but switched to physics to obtain a doctorate in 1909. After some
teaching at Worcester Polytechnic he joined the Laboratory in 1913 at
the age of 33. His lifetime of work in physical electronics is perhaps
remembered best for the invention of the magnetron.
Alexanderson came to the United States from Sweden in I 90 I. After
a short time in an uninspiring job, he was driven to call upon Steinmecz
and was offered work, in 1902, at the age of 24. He eventuaUy became
a member of the Engineering Department. Probably his most notable
oontribution to radio in the early years was the high-frequency alternator [I], a most remarkable engineering feat. His foremost interest in
the high-vacuum tube was as a modulator for the alternator he was developing.
The work atmosphere at the Research Laboratory in the years 191318 was one of friendly, open pursuit of new ideas, each staff member
oonductiog his own research. Willis Whitney, head of the Laboratory,
saw to this, hiring good people and almost, but not oompletely, turning
them loose to foUow t.h eir bents. Patents were important and were
pursued, but publishable work was for the most part quickly submitted
[2). This was in sharp oontrast to the cloak of secrecy which oovered
tbe work at the Western Electric laboratories in New York City. The
latter was well organized and focused toward the development of rugbvacuum tubes for long-line telephony [3]. Both Langmuir at OE and
Harold Arnold at WE reoognized early the importance of high vacuum
to improve the audion. As later shown, the paths they trod were similar in many respects. In April, 1914, when the two men compared
notes at an American Physical Society meeting in New York, Langmuir
came away with the impression that OE was weU ahead of WE. This
may have been true, but Arnold may have been constrained to say little
about his work.
7

THE BEGINNINGS OF VACUUM-TUBE RESEARCH AT GE
Before 1913, the General Electric Company had linle interest in
wireless, or radio as it increasingly was called. First Steinmerz and then
Alexanderson had built alternators for Reginald Fessenden to be used
in radio telegraphy and telephony. The famous voice transmission
from Brant Rock, Massachusetts, on Christmas Eve, 1906, was made
with a SO-kHz, wooden<are alternator designed by Alexanderson.
Fessenden anempted, in 1906, to provide interplant communications
forGE but the project failed and was abandoned [4). However, the antenna masts stayed behind and became a great aid to White in the
years 1913-15. Fessenden divorced himself from the National Electrical Signaling Company (NESCO) in 1911, evaporating the thoughts of
further contracts for alternators from this source. For a well-written
summary of Fessenden's work, see Aitken [5).
But the General Electric Company was convinced by this time that
they were onto something with the alternator and were open to sales to
pay for further development. John Hammond, Jr., helped by buying
two alternators, delivered in February, 1913 [6], as continuous-wave
sources for his radio guidance work at Gloucester, Mass. Alexanderson
visited Hammond occasionally. During one such meet in$ on October
S, 1913, he was told of the work of Fr itz l..owenstean, Benjamin
Miessner, and Hammond with audions. Miessner, under the employ of
Hammond at the time, relates that Alexanderson took a spare audion
back to Schenectady with him [7]. Alexanderson claims (8] he talked
first to William Coolidge and Laurence Hawkins, the latter as
Executive Engineer of the Laboratory, and then asked Hammond to
send an audion in 1913 [9]. He relayed it to Hawkins on February 4,
1913, and Hawkins in turn communicated with Langmuir during the
same month [ 10].
Whatever may have been the case, Langmuir was exposed to the
'gassy' audion, and immediately saw the possibilities. He had convinced himself in November, 1912 (II), that the current between a hot
filament and a positive anode, after most residual gas was pumped out,
was in fact emined as Richardson had said [12), flowing through space,
governed only by the electron space charge. A course of research was
planned immediately.
White was assigned to work with Langmuir. After their ftrst discussion on February 10, 1913, White records, 'Spent afternoon with Dr.
Langmuir in regard some experiments I am to try with the Def orest
audion.' ([13), p. 20). By February 13, he had made a ftlament current/temperature cahbration of the audion which Langmuir had given
him, and assigned it #I. Langmuir sketched a new tube design using
an aU-wire filament, grid, and plate. Current passed through the wires
during exhaust was expected to beat the tungsten to incandescence and
8

Fig. L ln the right background of this photograph is Samuel Sweetzer,
an assistant of Langmuir, who tested high-vacuum lamps in 1910 and
following. ln the foreground is an example of vacuum equipment at the
time that the first pliotron was exhausted. The rightmost vertical
apparatus is a McLeod gauge. Photo courtesy of the Hall of History,
Schenectady, NY.
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outgas the metal. By March 13, the new 'audion" had been evacuated;
tests began March 17. This tube, called #2 by White, bas been photc>graphed many limes, see for example Tyne (14). It can be rightly
called the beginning of high-vacuum radio tube development at General Electric. In the same time period another of Langmuir's assistants, Samuel Sweet:zer (Fig. 1), made up another tube patterned after
the de Forest tube (14], which White labelled #0 (not #I as Tyne
writes). It could not be outgassed adequately, and the idea of solidplate anodes was dropped for the moment.
THE YEAR 1913

Now that high vacuum had been found to be the key to better performance, the push for better exhaust techniques began. In February,
1913, the first tubes were exhausted with a Sprengel falling mercurydrop pump, a not-too-distant relative of the Geissler-Sprengel pumps
used by Edison thirty years previously to make his first successful lamp.
Close to the radio tube, and just outside the bakeout oven, was a Ushaped tubing which dipped into liquid air to trap water vapor and
other condensable gases. Pressure was read on a Mcleod gauge. The
tubes under vacuum were baked at 360 deg. C for at least two hours to
disgorge as much gas from the glass walls as possible. Too high a temperature could soften the glass, so to prevent implosion Langmuir invented a vacuum bakeout oven to equalize pressure.
By the end of March, a Gaede molecular pump was installed, which
gave pressures much less than a micron when backed up by a mechanical pump. Further improvement came when Langmuir invented, in
November, 1915, a mercury ejector/condensation pump, later referred
to as a diffusion pump (U.S. Patent 1,244,216). It was tested on January 13, 1916, and used to evacuate kenotron #197 on January 27 (15).
This fast pace, concept to application in only three months, is but one
example of the fervor of work at the Laboratory.
Tube #2 was designed to be evacuated well, and plate voltages to 2SO
V (the shop DC line) could be applied without blue glow (gas ionization). ln the next several years 200 or so of these wire-anode tubes
were constructed, but the idea of wire elements persisted weU into the
WW I period, notably in the type CA used by the Navy for resistancecoupled amplifiers in high-speed photographic apparatus. (The CA
was originally called 'R' for resistance-coupled amplifier.) It was not
until tube # 14 that flat-plate anodes were tried agam, on June 9, 1913.
This latter tube was run at 70 mA and 260 volts during exhaust (9
watts/plate), until no blue glow was present. Eventually solid-plate anodes took over from wire anodes, but only after outgassing could be obtained consistently.
Two major tasks lay ahead for Langmuir and his group. First, they
10

had to fmd out bow to make high-vacuum tubes which would handle
both low and high power.s, at audio and radio frequencies. Stability,
long life, and good electrical characteristics were necessary. Also, they
needed to invent new circuits or adapt existing ones to show practical
application of the tubes. The latter occupied as much time as the former. The situation was being remedied, however, by parallel work, e.g.,
by Armstrong. Miessner, and Lowenstein, as well as by workers at
Western Electric. But most of this work was secret, unavailable to GE.
Learning how to make tubes was a painful process. II took many
years to solve completely the problems of glass-to-metal seals, proper
electrode materials, configurations, and getters; so that finally a rugged, convenient, inexpensive product evolved which did all expected of
it. By mid-1913, under White's direction, 14 tubes had been exhausted,
but of these only five were still serviceable. On September 15-20, a
survey of tubes showed that out of 25 made, 20 were defunct for the
reasons listed ([13]. p. 177):
Filament burned out: 8
Poor vacuum: 3
Seal cracked: 3
Cross (short) from grid to filament: 3
Bulb cracked: 2
Current leakage from blackening: I
The first year of work at GE was devoted to a mixture of tube and
circuit development. By March 17-19, 1913, White could not resist trY·
ing tube #2 in a receiver of simple configuration. His conclusion was a
terse 'could get no results.' But, during May 27-29 ([13], p. 35), tandem
operation of two tuhes by transformer, direct, and resistance coupling
was successfuL A buzzer oscillator (test transmitter) was made June
16, a Marconi wavemeter obtained, and wireless time signals wece
received from Arlington, Virginia, with a one-tube set on August 4. On
August 15, laboratory tests of heterodyne detection with a local
oscillator (alternator) were made. This form of detection was used to
receive Sayville, LI. in the week of September 15, 1913.
In communication with Langmuir, Hammond relayed that "what was
wanted of an audion in wireless was greatest current change for a given
change in grid E. M. F.' ([13], p. 65). On May 19 GE tube #7 was
given to Hammond. He reciprocated by sending an audion (probably
made to Hammond's specification by the McCandless Company),
which White labelled 9B. The latter in a de Forest-like circuit, that is,
with a capacitor in the grid lead and 35 volts on the plate, worked
rather well as a detector.
Alexanderson had proposed 'geometric tuning,• or simply, tuned cirruits separated by amplifying tubes, and was pressing to have it tried.
II

White successfully showed this in the week of May 11-17, 1913. As it
turned out later, multiple-tuned circuits were found to have been anticipated by many, Mies.sner included, who later claimed that he had
disclo.sed the concept to Alexanderson in Gloucester [7].
A short series of tests with the Webnell cathode, using lime on platinum, was largely unsuccessful. The emission feU off in a period of
days and it was hard to outgas. This had the effect of reconflnlling
tungsten as the more dependable emitter. Except for some work by
Dushman in early 1915, using the tri-alkali oxides of calcium, barium,
and strontium (after GE had heard of Arnold's work), the idea was
dropped, only to be taken up agnin in the '20s when the su= of WE
was apparent.
On April 29, Saul Dushman writes (16], •oiscussed hot cathode work
with Langmuir last night and this morning. I am going to help him
work up his ideas on D. C. transformers and hot cathode relays.• He
immediately started to make high-voltage tubes. On May 14 he ftnished a tube (Fig. 2), which might weU be called a prototype of the tube
used to modulate Alexanderson's alternator (14]. On August 25, 1913,
HCR (hot cathode relay) #4 held off 20 kV without sparking and was
tested at 14 kV and 30 mA (420 wans plate dissipation). August Hund
started working with him on Dec. 27, 1913, and was partially responsible for testing and working with Alex.anderson on modulation of
the alternator.
Overall, Dushman's principal contribution to the vacuum-tube effort
was the development of very high voltage, hot-<:athode vacuum

kenotrons (rectifiers) and pliotrons [17]. The kenotrons were initially
intended for rectification of high-voltage AC for X-ray tubes, but very
soon White began to use them, in smaller versions, as rectifiers for radiotelephone transmitters operating from the AC power line. Dushman's large pliotrons were the forerunners of the 'P" type (250 watt)
power tube made during WW I. But he seemed more interested in the
kinetic theory of gases, atomic structure (about which he had many discussions with Langmuir), and the emerging quantum mechanics. By
1916 Dushman had l.argely left tube work, although he did design the
'U' tube which became the Vf-18 during WW I, followed occasionally
by contributions during the '20s.
ln mid-year (June 16, 1913), William Rogers joined White and immediately started exhausting tubes and assembling circuits. In some of
his work (December 9, 1913) he measured an uncommonly high electron emission from tungsten at lower than usual temperatures [18].
This attr.lcted the attention of Langmuir, who was quick to come up
with a theory based on the existence of a thorium monolayer on the
tungsten surface. Thoria was added to the tungsten wire by the Lamp
Department to retard slipping of tungsten crystals along grain bound12
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Fig. 2. From Saul Dushman's notebook #464, dated May 14, 1913, this
is a sketch of an early double-plate pliotron which became the first
vacuum tube modulator for an Alexanderson alternator. Electrode
configuration and dimensions were chosen to withstand high voltage.
13

aries while the lamp burned, and tbe tungsten he used had thoria. The
action of tungsten was to dissociate thoria slowly, allowing the free thorium to diffuse to the surface. This was but another example of Langmuir's ability to perceive the significance of observed phenomena
Dushman later remarked, "Langmuir is a regular thinking machine.
Put in facts, and you get out a theory.' (I 9]. For a number of tubes in
1913-14, this thoriated filament was tried in pliotrons, but it was somewhat hard to reproduce and was dropped. The next time it was revived
in quantity production was in the UV-199 and the ubiquitous 201A of
the '20s (with a magnesium getter to keep the emitting surface clean).
Rogers left GE after one year to enter Columbia University and eventually practice medicine in New York City.
Toward the end of 1913, what might be caUed an unfortunate digression took place. White became convinced that a smaU, controlled
amount of gas was necessary to make a good detector. The effect was
much as in the gassy de Forest audion, to produce a "kink' [20] in the
plate-current/grid-voltage curve. First mercury, then phosphorus, sulphur, and tungsten chloride were tried. Detection sensitivity increased,
but adjustment of voltages became more critical. Finally, in July, 1914,
potassium was found to help. It had the added bonus of keeping a thoria ted filament clean, but on the negative side it darkened the glass
unless handled very carefully. These ideas persisted into the '20s with a
oommcrcial embodiment in the UV-200, which had about SO mjcrons of
argon added and was intended primarily for detection.
By the close of 1913, Langmuir had applied the names "pliotron' to
relays (amplifiers), and "kenotron' to rectifiers. ActuaUy kenotron was
intended initially to cover aU high-vacuum tubes, but the meaning
quickly focused on rectifiers. This desire to give a name to high-vacuum tubes was only part of a growing feeling that GE's work was sig·
nificant. At this same time, Langmuir, relaying a request from the GE
lawyers, asked White to make up demonstration equipment to show
detection, amplification at RF, and amplification at telephone frequencies. The idea was to show these to WE and American Marooni, but
the patent department later had second thoughts ((2t],p. ffi-14}. Nevertheless, it forced a summary of the year's work to date, wtuch up to
that time had been an almost random trying of this and that.
THE YEARS 1914-1916

The yea.r 1914 saw an inCTeased effort to apply pliot.rons to the radio
art. Arrangements were made to set up a station at Union College in
Schenectady. On Saturday evening. January lOth, Langmuir, AJexanderson, Nixdorff (who worked with AJexanderson), Eli Kinney, and
White were at Union to receive Key West and Guantanamo, CUba;
also Portsmouth, Newport, Cape Cod, and Arlington. The receiver was
a pliotron amplifier followed by a pliotron detector. The enthusiastic
14

Fig. 3. The flfst form of modulation for the alternator was variable
absorption of its output by a pliotron shunting the antenna. It meant
that the tube had to absorb considerable energy, whi.ch in a more
efficient form of modulation would have been radiated. Taken from
W. C. White Patent Notebook #552, dated 10/28/14.
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group stayed until two in the morning ([13], p. 275). Eli Kinney was a
local amateur, employed in the Railway Department at GE, and his
station (call 2XA) also became a place to test circuits. The antenna
mast at Kinney's backyard ham shack toppled over in an ice storm
during February, 1914. It is perhaps significant that a GE rigger repaired it.
An alternator was instaUed at the GE works at Pittsfield, Mass., to
send, using a pliotron modulator, to Schenectady. August Hund was
working with Alexanderson and he, with White, installed the equipment and conducted tests. The circuit to modulate the alternator is
shown in Figure 3. The result, after a few failures, was fmally a phone
transmission from Pittsfield (call LXG) to the Schenectady Works (call
2XI) using the pliotron in shunt with the alternator and antenna, making it a form of absorption modulator. A more refined circuit (Fig. 4)
was used later to get better results. Hund left GE in October and
White continued with this work. About the same time, White, Dushman, and Langmuir were designing voice-modulated pliotron oscillators for telephony. The modulation was again a form of absorption,
wherein a voice-frequency, grid-modulated pliotron shunted the oscillating pliotron. Local tests between Kinney's station and the Laboratory were immediately succe...sful, but tests with Pittsfield gave only
sporatic reception. White conceived grid modulation of the oscillator
instead of absorption, and on November 5, 1914 it was put into practice
between 2Xl and 2XA. White was delighted, "The results were excellent • • • His words were clear and articulation perfect • • •. It was by
far the best radio phoning I have ever heard.' [22]. On November 21,
1914, be installed a second set (Fig. 5) and talked back and forth.
Later, White was to write ((21], p. ID-24), "Although Dr. A1exanderson
was progressing very successfully on the use of a magnetic amplifier to
modulate the high frequency output of his alternator, our successful
test of an all-tube transmitter was a turning point" in favor of allpliotron transmitters. A number of improvements were made, for example a change to a master-oscillator power-amplifier circuit, and to
complete AC-line operation. White conceived plate modulation (June
22, 1915) with remarkable improvements in efficiency. History has,
however, decided to name this modulation technique after R. A.
Reising in Arnold's group at Western Electric. A successful 'portable'
set which operated from the power line is shown in Figure 6. Its circuit
is shown as the upper schematic in Figure 7.

By 1915 the pressure was also on to make pliotrons. Up to this point,
White and co-workers had completed pliotrons through # 123, mostly
for their own purposes, but outside interest in the Laboratory's work
grew and requests for tubes began to build. Confident in the performance of pliotrons, with their applications proven, there was an increased contact with workers outside GE. Pliotrons and kenotrons
were sent to: the Submarine Signal Co. in Boston, Edwin Armstrong
16
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Fig. 4. An improvement in the depth of modulation of the alternator
came with a separate stage of AF amplification, but energy was still
absorbed: oompare with Fig. 3. Taken from W. C. White Patent
Notebook #630, page 16 dated May 15, 1915.
and Michael Pupin (six tubes), R. A. Weagant of American Maroon~
British Thomson-Houston, 'French oompany' (not otherwise identified), and Alfred Goldsmith at the College of the City of New York.
Visits were made and information exchanged. Arnold and co-workers
from WE Laboratories visited GE on April 9. Armstrong visited on
October 5. To cap the year, on December 12 a DC-operated radiotelephone transm1Uer was sent to the Brooklyn Navy Yard to be installed on the USS Wyoming for ooming cruises. In the last days of
December, a second outfit was installed on the USS Virginia lying at
the Charleston Navy Yard, Mass. Later (May, 1916), White received
word from Lt. W. R. Furlong. radio fleet officer, that the tests during
the spring cruise were successful up to I 0 miles with no trouble.
The year 1916 saw an ever-ina-easing demand for pliotrons and
lcenotrons, and oontact with other workers. On a trip to the Naval Radio Laboratory in Washington on February 28, White was exposed to
WE tubes. He ooncluded, "Tried ... under exactly the same oooditions
both for detecting and amplifying and they operated almost equally
well [as the pliotrons).' ([23], p. 286). He obtained a sampling of tubes
from the de Forest Company in March, and had a somewhat different
reaction. One of the ultraudions showed blue glow at 25 volts; another
worked at 250 volts. He further ooncluded, "The Oscillion the large De
Forest tube is copied afler our large pliotron.' ([23), pp. 303-306).
Most probably the audions were obtained because of GE's interest in a
17
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Fig. S. This is an early all-pliotron radiophone 1ransmitter which
operated {rom the AC power line. Taken from W. C. White Patent
Notebook #SS2, dated November 21, 1914. Note loose coupling to the
antenna and grid modulation.
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Fig. 6. An AC-operated portable radiophone transmitter assembled in
the week of July 12-17, 1915. lt gave good communication between
Schenectady GE and Pittsfield GE. For the diagram see Fig. 5. Photo
courtesy of the Hall of History, Schenectady, NY.
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Fig. 7. ln this patent White was claiming only AC operation of
pliotrons, but it also shows plate modulation of ao aU-AC·operated
phone transmitter. The lower schematic is that corresponding to Figure
3. Patent courtesy Schaffer Library, Union College, Schenectady, NY.
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friendly takeover of the de Forest Company. A trip by GE to the New
York City factory on March 10 [24) led eventually to a decision not to
purchase. Marconi had obtained an injunc.:tion against de Forest, concluding that the audion infringed the Fleming valve. The patents were
the main reason for acquiring the de Forest Company in the first place;
the equipment "would probably be discarded' [24].
With Saul Dushman moving to more theoretical work in 1916, the
task of tube construction fell mainly to White and his co-workers. John
Payne had joined him during 1915 to help with circuits and tubes. A
small production line was established in October, 1916, producing up to
70 tubes per month, and on one occasion in November, five large
pliotrons in one day. It seems that everyone who asked for tubes got
them, and all data were openly exchanged. All of these tubes wece
loaned, however, as far as the record was concerned, because of patent
difficulties. This is in some contrast with the approach of Western
Electric. When he was at the Bureau of Standards in December, 1916,
White observed another WE tube, "but it was so boxed in and locked
up that it could not be seen.' ([25], p. 286). A move to double-ended
power pliotrons (Fig. 8) took place about this time.
Albert Hull had joined permanently in June, 1914, and immediately
applied himself to electron dynamics in elet.:t ric and magnetic fields.
He first saw negative resistance in July 1914, in the plate circuit of a
triode (grid at positive voltage greater than tbe plate) and named this
the dynatron [26J. On November 18, 1915, he inserted a second grid,
inventing the pliodynatron, a device 'equivalent in its action to a
pliotron with one dynatron in parallel with the grid and another in parallel with the plate.' [27). He seemed to enjoy inventing and naming
new tubes. By December, 1918 it was the oscillating magnetic kenotron
(forerunner of the magnetron), and in May, 1920, it was the pliomagnetron, with many others along the way. Orrin Dunlap profiles him as
a •prolific inventor of electron tubes' (28]. During WW ·1 he worked on
microphones for submarine detection along with Langmuir, and made
little contribution to actual tube manufacturing,
Returning to 1915, visitors of note to the IL.aboratory were Aroold
(April 9) and Edwin Armstrong (Oct. 5) as already said; also Fessenden (Nov. 10), and a little later Alfred Goldsmith (June 14, 1916).
Goldsmith was retained by American Marconi to develop radio
telephony. In addition, it may be signifiCant that Whitney (Nov. 5,
1915) asked White ([23], p. 174) to write up the exhaust schedule for
pliotrons to be sent to a "French Company' (again unidentified). This
could be one of the inputs that ultimately produced the high-vacuum,
high-performance "TM" tube made in France during WW I [14], the
first mass-produced tube in the world.
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Fig. 8. This is one of the iterations in design which took place on the
way to the 2SG-wan pliotron produced during WW I. All connections
were brought out of the tube separately to prevent shorts due to
blackening of the glass near the feedthrougbs. From W. C Whlte
Patent Noteboolc #680, dated November 19-24, 1916.
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THE WAR YEARS,l917-1918
The fli'St contacts of note with the U. S. Government came late in
1915 when White a.nd Payne installed radiotelephone sets on the battleships Wyoming and Virginia, as said before. Soon White visited or
sent tubes to the Naval Radio Laboratory in Washington (Feb. 16,
1916), Coast Guard (March 30, 1916), and Army Signal Corps (Feb. 26,
1917). He was invited to take a four-week cruise in August, 1916 to
familiarize himself with Navy requirements. From this point on, the
contacts became more frequent and the Laboratory began to get
indications (Feb., 1917) that many vacuum tubes might be requested
for military purposes ([25), p. 289).
The Laboratory turned its thoughts to mass production, and by the
summer of 1917 White and Gorton Fonda were malcing and testing
tubes which might be produced at the General Electric lamp factories
in Harrison, New Jersey (Edison Works), and Cleveland, Ohio
(National Lamp Works). One such tube was a follow-up on a design
originated by White in 1916 (Fig. 9). It resulted ultimately in the fivewatt type 'T' transmitting pliotron (Fig. 10). On August II, 1917,
Hawltins wrote to these factories to ask for cooperation [29).
Formal visits were made by the military. General Squier, head of the
Signal Corps, his aide Lt. Hooper, and Lt. Clark of the Naval Radio
Service toured the Laboratory on March 26, 1917. A short while later,
White and others met Lt. Commander S. C. Hooper of the Navy Department. Many needs and specifications followed. As the way military specifications have always been, they closely detailed the construction. ln one case White records ([25), p. 82) that the Navy had standardized on 29 ranges for RF ammeters.
Internal OE meetin~ were beld to coordinate the necessary largescale manufacturing. One such, which one might call the "lcick-off,' was
held at Harrison on September 24, 1917 (30]. Two tubes were considered, a •o• r~iving (cup anode) and ·s· transmitting (cone anode).
Complete specifications for the 0 tube were agreed upon, but those for
the B tube were deferred until more work could be done at the Laboratory. It is presumed that the B tube became the T tube (Fig. 10), but
tbe author can find no direct reference. A sketch of the tnternal construction of the 0 tube may be found in Figure 11. Bro. Patriclc Dowd
bas detailed some of the problems encountered with the 0 tube, which
ultimately became the Navy CG-866 [31]. Incidentally, White named
the 0 tube for his soon-to-be wife, Grace. Tyne has spelled out the
tube types produced by OE during WW I. There is little point in reproducing this here. Most were designed by either White or Dushman,
and followed through by Fonda. H owever, a summarizing chart may be
helpfu~ see Table I. Langmuir, in his testimony (II], has totaled the
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Fig. 9 This is White's flfSt sketch of a cone-anode pliotron. Previously
the cone had been used only for smaU kenotrons (rectifiers). From this
inverted shape grew the T and 0 pliouons of WW I. W. C. White's
notebook #690, dated July 14-29, 1916.
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Fig. 10. An early form of the type T pliotron made as a five-watt
transmitting tube for field use. The crossbar construction was intended
to increase mechanical stability. Photo courtesy the Hall of History,
Schenectady, NY.
output of the GE factories during WW I as 205,700 tubes, also shown in
Table I.
The General Electric Company manufactured several transmitting
and receiving sets during WW I. One such aircraft transmitting set for
the Navy is shown in Figure 12. Note the absence of tuning capacitors.
It was easier to use variometers at these low frequencies and to tune
with the capacitance of the antenna.
CONCLUSION
The foregoing has been an attempt to sketch the research and development at the General Electric Company which led to the high-vacuum
radio tube. A parallel development at Western Electric has only been
touched upon. The principal difference between the two efforts was in
the respective cathodes chosen, GE the high-temperature tun~en, and
WE the low-temperature oxide emitter. They both require high vacuum for operation. History has found places for both 1ypes. the oxide
cathode in low-power designs, and the tungsten cathode for high-powec
tubes, principally transmitting.

This story has been told in such a way as to emphasize the people involved and their contributions, with less concern for tube construction
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Fig. II. This drawing from the cover of W. C. White's U.S. patent
#1,365,576 shows the construction and intended applications of the G
tube. About 111,000 of these tubes were made in 1917-18 foe use as
amplifien and oscillators. Patent copy courtesy the Schaffer Library,
Union College, Schenectady, NY.
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TABLE l

DESIGNATIONS FOR TUBES MADE BY GE DURING WW I
Signal
General Electric Corns.
G (cup plate)

VT-11

(ruggedized)
B, T (5 w, cone
plate)
(ruggedized)
p
(250 W)
u (50 W)
T (wfo grid)

VT- 13
VT-12,
VT-14
VT-16 *
VT-10
VT-18
TB-1

WE@

Navv
CG-886
(Navy base)
CG-890
(Army base)
CG-1162
CG-916
CG-114 4

CAt

CA
VT-1
VT-2

203A (J)
2058 (E)
201A (D)

CW-933
CW-931
CW-186

@ Included for reference.
• In development 11/11/18.
# Resistance-coupled amplifier.

QUANTITIES PRODUCED BY GE
~

u
T
G

Navv
CG-114 4
CG-1162
CG-886
CG-890

t

1,200
4 0,000
1,500
3,500
Total 205,700
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Army
VT-18
VT-14
VT-11
VT-13
TB-1

200
3,000
111,000
100
4 5,200

Fig. 12. This Navy aircraft transmitter was designed by GE and made

in the American Marconi factory at RoseUe Park, NJ. After WW I aU
of the operation at this factory was moved to Schenectady. lt shows an
application of type P pliotrons. Note the aOOence of variable tuning
capacitors. Photo courtesy of the HoU of History, Schenectady, NY.

and dimensions. The reader will fmd a good overaU history of vacuum
tubes in Gerald Tyne's SUA Q.( ~Vacuum~. One final comment
should be made. One sees that in a relatively short period of time,
1913-16, very considerable progress was made toward perfection of radio vacuum tubes. It is dear that the resources of a large company with
a dynamic research laboratory aUowed development at a much greater
rate lhan that in the period 1906-12. The role of the individual inventor cannot be denied, but neither can the imponance of an organized
approach with good people working together.
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THE HRO REPORT:
DATING THE EARLY HRO
Charles P. Fisher
Framingham Centre, MA
INTRODUCTION
The June 1986 A WA Old Timers' Bulletin (p. 24) reported on a survey project to analyze a large sample of prewar National HRO receivers. The motive was to sort out the minor manufacturing variations
that allow dating them accurately. The results, based on questionnaire
results from owners of about 70 sets with plug-in crystals, can now be
reported.
Note: T make frequent statements of opinion. It is certain that oth·
ers will uncover more facts and better data. This is not the last word,
and shouldn't sound like it
FROM AGS TO IfRO
The HRO was not National's first professional-grade communications receiver. The story begins with the unique AGS, a highly stable
and reliable set that worked nearly as well at 20 MHz as at two. Its
merits were obvious and it faced no competition, but by the end of 1933
it was evident that it soon would. It seemed too expensive for any Depression consumer market, and lacked some increasingly important
performance features.
Tetrode.5 and pentodes cleared the way to efficient high-frequency
circuit design, and sunspots made those frequencies more and more attractive during the mid-Thirties. But even the AGS with one excellent
RF stage before the first detector - only one - could not provide
decent image rejection above 10 or 12 MHz, a frustration to the new
explorers of 20 meters and beyond.
Then, the tuning of the AGS, while accurate, readable to four places,
and repeatable, was certainly fussy. So was the condenser ganging by
spring-loaded rack and pinions, to say nothing of the •built-in• alignment (see the Aug. 1987 OTB, pp. 14-17). However, the AGS embodied so much advanced technology reduced to practice that the tar·
get of improvement seemed clear and achievable. The goals were improved image rejection, extended high-frequency range. and economies
and packaging for a broader and growing market. There was to be no
sacrifice of stability or reliability.
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A second RF stage could provide the required improvement in performance, but achieving alignment of four stages from one end of the
new high coil range to the other was a major challenge. In the final design, an elegant electromechanical acoompl.ishment of virtuoso magnitude was the tuning condenser assembly: four-gang. pedestal·mounted,
double-insulated, anti·backlash, gear-driven. Less obvious but just as
fundamental was the other half: the integrated plug·in coils with built·
in trimmer$, positioned at the cool bottom of the chassis. The cost of
the complex phenolic moldings with inserts for mounting coils and
trimmers was minimized by the inevitable large production quantities,
with an average of 16 moldings for each HRO.
With electrical and mechanical stability thus secured, it was practical
to save on the cost of the chassis by using light·gauge steel, which also
served for the front panel of the new and basic table model. The
economies just about paid for the new features: a table-model HRO
with four coli sets cost just about the same as an AOS-X; the rack
model with engraved aluminum panel cost about $20 more.
Production of the H RO, in its familiar form, was preceded by an interval of mystery. Ads in QST announcing the new set in late 1934
show some strange things to illustrate the copy. These may be lost
prototypes corresponding with serial numbers as yet unreported (see
below), but I am more inclined to thiitk they were mockups made for
promotional u.~. The October 1934 QST ad shows an AOS-HRO hybrid, with the former's quaint knobs from 'way back in National's
products, as well as its distinctive crystal-filter controls. Inconsistent
with this is the absence of the BFO-pitch control, which was clearly a
feature of the late AGS-X as advertised only four months earlier.
National clearly felt it urgent to announce their dazzling successor to
the AGS-X as early as possible; the hybrid or prototype may have been
cooked up as far back as April, 1934.
Other early ads, and even the photos in the January 1935 (first) edition of the instruction manual. show nonexistent (or rare!) features: on
the rear page is a set with a knob just visible on top of the BFO coil
can. The white coil charts have quaintly fictitious extra-straight-line
frequency curves. Page 15 shows bus-bar wiring on the tuning condenser, which I've never seen. On page 18 is a rear view showing end
plates on the condenser unlike any production, as weU as tube shields
from neither AGS nor HRO.

THE SURVEY
The objects of the survey were to (A) deduce chronology and dates of
all substantial changes from "the beginning" through the end of production with plug-in filter crystals, (B) determine to what elCtcnt the serial
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numbers advance in an orderly fashion, and (C) get Qn idea of the total
number of sets made in the chosen group.
One basic frnding is that the serial numbers are su~tantiaUy chronological; initial leiters appear to apply to batches of about 250 sets, with
evidence that a new batch was occasionaUy started by a second team
before a current run ended. I discount the story altributed to Jim
Millen that the numbering system was designed to conceal production
quantities. Another finding is that, with a few exceptions, the sequence
of changes is obvious, logical, and weU correlated with serial numbers.
I estimate that 5000 to 5500 sets were made through the •y• batch of
mid-1938, with perhaps 2500 to 3000 more ending in late 1940 or early
1941. (This group may be larger, based on a recently reported set from
the nnK batch numbered 684.)
Serial numbers reponed on nearly 70 sets run from 01 to Y114, and
from 498 to 169L. Table 1 summarizes the number of samples reported for each series letter. It appears that when the alphabet was
used up with the letter as a prefix, another series began with the letter
as a suffax. Prefixes A, B, C, I, 0, Q, W, and Z as prefiXes are
unreported so far. I believe that A, B, and C were not used in
production, none being reponed, while from 0 onward there are
several reports for each letter. A, B, and C may have been used on
pilot models or very limited production, or may have been bypassed to
avoid confusion with existing AGS numbers. A theory that they might
apply to first-run sets 'given to VIPs" is dubious: such sets would be
the most likely to survive, and few small companies have ever given
away expensive new products in quantity. (I do have a record of a set
Jim MiUen gave to an engineer "for evaluation.")
I and 0 are frequently omitted from such numbering to avoid ambiguity; Q, possibly also. For several leiters, there are only one or two
specimens, so that none for W or Z suggests rarity rather than nonexistence. There are certainly many unreported sets 'out there' waiting to
be heard from.
The most interesting observation, through prefiX Y, is that ;!ll the
numbers foUowing are evenly scattered between one and 322, except
for 0 where aU are below 100. The most numerous survivors reported
are E, F, and G with seven or eight specimens each, with numbers distributed from six to 244. It is on this that I base my estimate for total
production, by assuming an averau of 250 sets per letter.
The filter crystals, at least for half the alphabet, have band-scribed
numbers on the base molding, the highest number being 5721. But the
series has clumps, skips, and blocks of missing numbers. This could be
explained by the way crystals were parceled out to HROs and FBXs.
AUowing for that, they correlate with the serial numbers fairly well.
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TABLE 1
SAMPLE RECEIVERS REPORTED PER LETTER-SERIES
Serj es

Samoles

Serjes

D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N

4

s

T

7
8
9
2
2
1*

u
v
X

y

nnB
nnD
nnE
nnK
nnl

4

5

p

5
2

R

4

Samples
11

4
2
1
2
1
4

1
1

2
1

• Instruction book o nly.
II An H RO Junior.

TABLE 2
ESTIMATED PRODUCTION DATES
Dat es

Serjes .

D. E
F, G
H

J
K
L
M
N
p • Q, R

S, T, U

V, W, X

Y, z. nnA
nnB - end

January-March 1935
April-July 1935
August- September 1935
October- November 1935
December 1935- January 1936
February-March 1936
Apri l-May 1936
June- July 1936
August 1936-February 1937
March-September 1937
October 1937-April 1938
May-December 1938
January 1939-early 1941
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Two 0-series sets have 713 and 717; E66 to E244 have crystals running
from 1544 to 2017; Fl13 has 2069. Naturally, there is no way to identify interchanges and replacements.
I believe the scribed numbers indicate inspection approval in the order of processing. with one individual perhaps doing the entire 5700
over a two· or three-year period. With the then-state of the art, it is
probable that the crystals were tested not only for frequency and activity but for adjacent spurious responses and temperature stability.
Why are there conspicuously more survivors from almost the earliest
production, E, F, and G? I believe it is because those buyers knew in
early 1935 that they were getting something utterly unique. They were
conservative, thrifty types, and would have seen no reason to trade for
several years. An owner would take pride in having "one of the first
fabulous HROs.• Later buyers, on the other hand, would have chosen
from a wide selection of comparable sets, and would have been more
inclined to "trade in" fairly soon. These later, second-hand HROs
would succumb to the wear and tear and kinds of modifications which
soon make a set nearly worthless, and not a likely survivor.
A number of survey reports contain highly important dates. Some
are from dates of purchase or putting into service. Some are from
dates inside power supplies; a few are from other documents and personal recall. I used these to block out the total, from a guess of January
1, 1935 (based on Jim Millen's production forecast in the December
1934 ad) for a beginning, to nn end of the letter-prefix series near a
fairly definite date for the beginning of the letter-suffix series. I then
interpolated and smoothed the curve to fit the credible dates, and produced Table 2 with batch-production dates.
The questionnaire inevitably sought too much detail on some things
and not enough on others (see Note 5 below). However, it established
a sequence of changes and patterns nicely related to the serial numbers. Here are the main conclusions:
0-series: As mentioned before, the first known sets are the 0-series,
with silver tuning dia~ white coil charts, three round IF cans with only
one adjusting hole each, metal shaUow-rim S-meter with fiVe-unit scale,
white pushbutton, no pilot light, "NC" on red diamond dial pointer, no
break-switch terminals, hand-wriuen values on white-body resistors,
black chassis, no nameplate, amd smaU vent holes in the cabinet (only
1/ 4" in diameter). Small dials have short hubs and shallow-etched figures. Crystal filter shafts are positioned by a strip screwed to the front
paneL There are other details which changed later, but they seem to
me too trivial to mention.
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Fig. 1. Early 1935 HRO (E 17l). ldentical to first production except
for raised-rim meter (with much later 9-unit scale) and plated replacement B + switch.

Fig. 2. Example of earliest HRO without white pushbutton, also
showing engraved panel rack model (F 213, mid-1935).
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E-series: The first known change was to the S-meter with raised rim.
This continued through the E-series, then changed back to the original
low-rim model over a period including F, G, and H - evidently a supplier problem. I mjght mention here that B+ may be present on the
zero-adjusting screw of this meter, but can be "turned off" by a very
small reversal of the screw after finding zero. The pin can easily be
centered in the fork, preventing contact.
Late E- and early F-scrlcs: Coil charts printed black on white are replaced by the reverse, with identical graphics. No reason for the
change is obvious, unless it was to conceal glue stains. Coil cans all
have two holes each. The white pushbutton changed to a black pullswitch during this period. The button was elcetricaUy noisy and inconvenient.
E- to G-series: Main tuning pointer with "NC" in red diamond was
used interchangeably with the plain raised diamond during a long interval. The red diamond was costly and fragile, as one of the three retaining screws is removed for coil alignment. Some of the raised diamonds in this interval may be replacements.

F-series: Stamped insulators between sections of the tuning condenser are replaced by molded ones, less susceptible to humidity
changes. for better stability. This change apparently occurred within
the series. The pilot light, essential to maximum tube life, appears and
is found in aU later sets. Values of the white-body resistors change
from hand-lettered to stamped; a very few later sets have hand-lettered
ones.
G-serles: The break-switch terminals appear, accompanied by a
lengthened cabinet cutout. This feature was essential to anyone operating a transmiller. The manufacturer's decal appears inside the lid.
Both these features appear in n very few sets in the F-serie.~ also. The
decal does not identify the product; it implies only that the cabinet is
"made by National."
Data thus far are based on a tOlal of 27 sets. "H" and •r are
represented by only four; the only report of a "K" is from its instruction
book. which is stamped as u•ual with a serial number.
J-series: Three conspicuous changes seem to distinguish what was
perhaps the •new 1936 H RO." The S-meter now has a plastic case,
concealing the "hot• zero-adjustment, and reads to S9. (It is electrically
the same; the •s• unit was changed from about six to about four
decibels.) The cabinet now has one-inch ventilating holes along the
back, soon accompanied by louvres on the ends, for better stability.
(This is a useful feature when scanning an H RO at a distance.) Finally,
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Fig. 3. Very late plug-in crystal HRO (169 L, about 1940). Note
illuminated plastic-case meter and rectangular selectivity knob.

Fig. 4. Detail of earljest tuning condenser showing rough edges of
insulator stamped from phenoljc sheet (E 171).
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tbe handsome 'silver' dial, actually nickel-plat ed zinc alloy, is changed
to black lacquer, probably a cost reduction.
lrserles: At almost the same time, the chassis changes from eccentric black to conventional gray. (Black bottoms continue for a long
time.) The Oat fiber tube sockets become the raised-center type.
P-serles: The last of the SCH:alled early features disappears: IF cans
are now rectangular. I suspect they have improved performance.
T-serles: Condenser spacer posts, previously machined from h.ex
stock, are now plain cylindrical, a cost item. The S-meter is now illuminated, in response to competition.
U-serles: Resistors of National's own make are replaced by commer·
cial brands, yet another cost factor.
X-serles: Surprisingly, the nameplate appea.rs only at this late date. I
believe this coincided with the appearance or the printed patent-license
sticker, found on the rear of the chassis when the cabinet is removed.
This was about the time that Jim Millen lefi National; perhaps, after
that, they had to pay dues like everyone else.
The HRO as evolved to this point, late 1938, continued with only one
important change into 1940 or 1941, when the plug-in crystal disappeared, in the HRO-M. The latest known set with plug-in crystal,
1691.., has the much-changed condenser insulators that are standard in
the HRO-M.
Although production of the HRO declined up until the demands of
war production, its survival as a 'current" model is impressive. During
a time when a dazzling array of competition appeared (the Hammarlund Super Pro and the Hallicrafters Skyrider Diversity, to name just
two), the HRO continued for over six years with literally only the followtng performance-related changes:
Tuning-condenser insulators,
S-meter and switch,
IF transformers,
Coil construction details.
FURTHER NOTES

1. The variously marked coil terminal moldings seem to have no
chronological significance. Assortments are found in individual coil
sets having matching serial numbers. I conclude that two mold cavities
were added quite early in production, and that there was no design or
functional difference in the parts.
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Fig. 5. Tuning condenser with molded insulators. Note integral raised
hub meeting spacer (F 2 13).

Fig. 6. Much-modified late tuning condenser from 169 L, also as found
in HRO·M. Large insulators replaced by bushings.
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2. A similar condition exists among the small dials, except that they
were not mixed in any one set. There are two hub types and three
kinds of metal discs, varying as to thickness and typeface.
3. A number of attractive so-cal.led direct-reading dials appeared,
with various bandspread schemes, but the HRO's PW dial and condenser combination was the most repeatable and precise-reading in any
prewar receiver.
4. The survey question about coil-tray fronts was miscalculated. It
turns out thnt Jlll the sets with plug-in crystals have, or originally had,
coil trays with aluminum fronts approximately 3/16 inch thick. The
thinner steel fronts are from HR0-5s and military sets. A further late
discovery is that, for the coils with white charts, the aluminum fronts
have machined or file-dressed edges, while later one.~ are as-stamped.
5. Based on the survey, the HRO Junior was not popular. It is very
rare now, only three being reported. Two have no letter in the serial
number.

SOME THOUGHTS ABOUT "COLLECI'IBILITY"
1. Very early sets often authentically have power supplies labeled as
made for FB·7s.
2. Coil sets originally had a serial number corresponding to the set.
The number is often lost in cleaning. A set is more desirable with its
own coils. Coil·tray fronts have craclde paint if for table models, aod
alligator (or other matching) paint for rack models.
3. Rack models have tended to have 11 lower market value, which I
think unfortunate, as the engraved panel is an attractive and massive
addition to an HRO. Note that there should be a cabinet with a rack
model. H authentic, it will !!Q! have the lip for opening at the front of
the lid - a refinement permitting easy removal from a rack.
4. A late set is most desirable when it has a National speaker. This is
the black-<:raclde box with red cloisonne "NC' diamond medallion.
Original Jensen PM speakers are rare, as they had very un-durable
cones. Speakers were not offered with early HROs, except in rack
models that included the power supply, coil box, and speaker panel.
This combination requires a mini-rack, an outfit that takes a lot of
space, and is therefore not as desirable as a table model with matching
speaker.

5. As with any production series, the early specimens must be more
valuable than the late. That makes for a curious situation here be·
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Fig. 7. Early chassis, black paint, round IF cans.

Fig. 8. Late chassis with gray paint and rectangular IF cans.
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cause, if my survey sample is good, it appears that half the surviving
sets were made before the summer of 1936. See Table 2.
A NOTE OF THANKS

I would like to thank most sincerely the many, many enthusiasts who
took the time to send me filled-out questionnaires - their combined
hours of labor equal or exceed mine. Everyone is welcome to send new
data and corrections, which I will conscientiously add to the archives. I
will answer questions and publish a supplement as the occasion war·
rants.
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TUBE MANUFACfURING AT
WESTERN ELECTRIC: TIIE WE 300B
Attila R. Balaton
Summit, NJ
This paper is dedicated to the members of the tube assembly line at
the KC Works. "Good tubes are made by good people.•
INTRODUCTION

The WE 3008 is the successor to the 300A, a medium-power filamentriode which was first developed in the mid-1930s for a new generation of movie-theater sound amplifiers (86A, 9tA) and produced by
the Western Electric Co., the manufacturing arm of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. (AT&T). A legendary product, embodying aU the qualities attributed to Western Electric tubes, the 300B is
considered by perfectionist audiophiles to be the "king" of triodes. The
300A was first manufactured in 1935, the 3008 three years later. (The
only known difference between the two is the base, in order to accomodate a different socket: the 300A· had an ordinary UX base with
side pin; the 3008 used the WE transmitting-tube base, which rotated
the pin about 30 degrees.)
tary

Few readers might know that until the fall of 1988 the 3008 was still
manufactured in an AT&T Technologies plant located on the outskirts
of Kansas City, Missouri. It was the last thermionic tube left in production within the AT&T system. This is 53 years of continuous production: quite a tribute to the astonishing longevity of the triode design
and the determination of audiophiles around the world who, in the interests of high quality sound reproduction, have refused to give up
tubes [ 1].
To get a better perspective on this historic event, the end of tube
production at AT&T, a short history of AT&T and tube manufacturing
at Western Elect.ric will be sketched; after which, a look at the actual
process of making a 3008 will be taken.
TH E AT&T SYSTEM

Few will question the fact that the corporate system that was designed to foster and administer the growth of telephone communication in the United States has been extraordinarily successful. This success can be explained by adherence to two fundamental ideas: making
science a full-time partner of the corporate venture (2) and continu4S

ously focusing on one business, communications.
A lot of credit must be given to the early leaders of AT&T who, faced
with the spectacular growth of the telephone as a local facility, realized
that Bell's vision of 'a man in one part of the country communicating
by word of mouth with another in a distant place• was bound to
happen, and then embarked on the necessary course of action [3).
Recognizing that the telephone, a product of scientific research, could
not develop it.self without science, they made a key decision: they
identified the need for systematically pursuing scientific knowledge inhouse in order to foster advances in telephony. As early as 1885 they
put this fundamental corporate policy of supporting research and development in place (4).
By 1925, the corporate structure supporting the growth of telephony
had reached maturity and consisted of the following components:
- a corporate entity controlling the fundamental telephone patents,
owning the major long-distance lines, and holding stocks in the other
companies constituting the Bell System: the AT&T Company;
- a manufacturing arm providing design and manufacturing facilities
for the equipment needed by the affiliated companies: the Western
Electric Company (5];
- a research entity providing fundamental and applied research to the
affiliated companies, jointly owned by AT&T and WE: Bell Telephone
Laboratories Inc. [6];
- operating companies providing basic telephone services to the consumers: the local Bell companies. These numbered 17 (later 19), plus
two partially owned companies. [7]
The corporate motto, the common objective bonding all the parts of
the Bell System together, was a commitment to provide the best possible communication services [8). This focus on communications, in
time, led to another fundamental AT&T corporate policy: the divestiture of 'peripheral' activities. Several times in its history, AT&T sold
and left bwiness lines it bad originally created as spin-offs of some research undertaken in its laboratories. They were sold not because they
were unprofitable but because they were not in the main business line
of AT&T and had outlived their usefulness from that standpoint (9].

This is the proper perspective to understand AT&T's decision to disnotwithstanding the
continue thermionic-tube manufacturing:
tremendous impact that vacuum tubes had on the development of
AT&T and on world history, AT&T scarcely needs them in its current
operations.

TUBE MANUFACfURING AT WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.

While the thermionic tube was not invented by Western Electric, the
company was always at the forefront of the efforts to harness its full potential Throughout the history of vacuum tubes, WE distinguished it·
self by its constant drive to improve their consistency, reliability and ef-

ficiency.
The Beginning
At the dawn of the 20th century, AT&T urgently needed a scientific
breakthrough fostering new amplification devices in order to develop
its long-distance telephone network. In 1911 Dr. H. D. Arnold joined
the research branch of the Engineering Department at Western Electric with the mission of finding such devices [ 10). There, in October
1912, he witnessed a demonstration given by de Forest of an audio amplifier using the audion [11). Its performance was erratic but the potential did not escape the attendants.
Immediately, AT&T embarked on a concerted effort to develop vacuum-tube technology. Arrangements were made to secure the necessary basic patent rights from de Forest (triode) and Lowenstein (C battery or grid bias). Arnold was put at the head of a team of scientists
with the charge of improving the performance of the audion [12) and
designing basic circuit applications.
He quickly recognized that the imperfect vacuum in the audion was
detrimental to performance and remedied that situation by the spring
of 1913 (13). At the same time, several of his colleagues were attacking
the problem of emission of electrons from heated cathodes (thermionic
emission) and the problem of electrode geometry (14) while other
workers were setting forth the design parameters of elementary tube
circuits [I 5].
The Triode En (1913-1935)

In October 1913 the first electronic repeaters (amplifiers) were put
into service on a telephone line between New York and Washington.
D.C~ with code •A • vacuum tubes consisting of an unbased glass envelope, a barium-<:Oated platinum-iridium filament, a nickel plate, and a
nickel grid.
In January 1915 the first transcontinental service was inaugurated.
Code IOtA tubes were used, They bad a longer filament, an improved
grid made of parallel tungsten wires welded to nickel side rods, and a
four-pin metal base. At 400 hours, average life had already increased
by a factor of ten over code A.
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The period of World War I produced marked improvements in the
rigidiry of the electrode assembly to satisfy military applications (codes
VT-1 and VT-2) and spurred the manufacturing of tubes with a (then)
very high plate dissipation for transoceanic communications (oodes S
and W, having plate dissipations of 50 and 250 watts, respectively) (16].
By the end of the war the goals set by AT&T management were
reached. The design parameters of a triode tube were known. Mass
production of reliable, uniform-qualil)' tubes was underway (the output
of commercial vacuum tubes, i.e., codes VT-1 and VT-2, from the tube
shop at 463 West Street in New York went from less than 200 per week
in August 1917 to 25,000 per week in November 1918). Development
engineers could choose from several circuit designs for their applications.
The following years brought a constant flow of improvements aimed
at increasing the average life of tubes and their efficiency (reducing the
power requirements). The progress achieved can be charted with the
help of Table t.
By 1925 life expectancy of the rypical repeater tube had increased
fifl)'fold to 20,000 hours and filament power had been reduced by fourfifths (to 2 W). A few years later, code 102F would reach an average
expected life of70,000 hours (17).
Efficiency was also sought in specialization. By 1925 15 different
oodes were produced at the new tube shop located at 395 Hudson
Street in New York or at the Hawthorne plant in Illinois.
The requirements of specialized applications spurred the study of
non-microphonic and low-noise tubes, which were needed for the highgain preamplifiers used in movie-theater sound equipment. These
were the 244A and 262A, the first tubes at Western Electric to use A.
M. Nicolson's indirectly-heated cathode.
The same search for efficiency was pursued for power vacuum tubes;
in that case, higher output power with less current consumption. For
instance, when the WE 300A was first presented to the public, its effi.
ciency was emphasized by a direct comparison with its predecessor, the
242A, in a rypical application:

Operating plate voltage (V)
Operating plate current (rnA)
Power output, push-pull (W)
Filament power per tube (W)
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800
67.5
12
32.5

325
60
15
6

The 242A and its predecessor, the 211A {8, C. D), had been the "war
horses· of early sound-movie and public-address applications. The
242A was used in push-pull in the output sections of the WE 43A am·
plifiers which had been installed in more than 15,000 movie theaters.
The Search for Emciency at Higher Frequencies

In a way, the JOOA was the swan song of conventional (filamentary)
triode design, which really was suitable only for audio or high radio
frequencies [18). Then the focus and needs of AT&T had shifted to
VHF, since greater bandwidths were required for the carrier transmission systems that were planned to accommodate the growth of telephone and network (radio-TV) systems. Consequently, the 1930s saw
the beginning of the multigrid tube era and a focus away from triode
research. Several generations of pentode followed with applications
geared to ever-higher frequencies.
The farst generation culminated with the WE JlOA of 1937, which,
technologicaJiy, was a direct descendant of the high-gain, low-noise audio tubes described earlier. Compared with the traditional triode re·
peater tube of the time (102F), for the same plate voltage, the 310A
delivered 28 dB more gam, was usable at higher frequencies, and required less than one third the grid drive. For the first coaxial carrier
system that foUowed (LI), a more radical tube design was achieved in
1939: code 386A. a tube with the plaie lead brought out the top of the
glass envelope and no base {shades of 1913!) [19].
By 1949 a new family of tubes (435A, 436A, 437A) was designed for
the 8-Ml-lz L3 coaxial system. Each had a flat-sleeve cathode. The
grid wire was fire-glazed under tension onto a frame (side rods braced
with cross-members for stability) in order to accommodate an extremely smaU spacing of about 0.0025 inch between grid and cathode.
This process was carried to its limit with a microwave triode ( 416A)
operating at 4 GHz, in which the grid-cathode spacing was reduced to
0.0006 inch. By then the process bad gone fuU circle, back to the triode. The dimensions were actuaUy so smaU that only one grid could be
fitted, as for most of the RCA nuvistors.

At the same time, vacuum-tube production was moved to a new facil·
ity in AUentown, Pennsylvania, the ftrst major plant entirely devoted to
the manufacture of electronic components. In 1958, in order to free
space at Allentown for the manufacture of semiconductors, portions of
the tube line were moved to Kansas City, Missouri. Fourteen years
later, Allentown transferred the last nf its tube production to Kansas
City. The advent of integrated circu.its gave that 1.5 million-squarefoot plant a feature probably unique in the world: the ability to witness
the complete history of electronics under one roof, housing side by side
the production of vacuum tubes, discrete semiconductors, and integrated microcircuit chips.
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TABLE 1 - TRIODE DESIGNS AT WE : FROM TYPE .. A" TO 300A
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MANUFACTURE OF TH E WE 300B

The design and manufacture of the 300B are good examples of the
consistently high standards promoted by Western Electric in thermionic vacuum-tube technology.
Most of the problems of designing a vacuum tube are created by the
necessity of strictly maintaining the geometry of the electrode structure
[20) and preserving a high vacuum, of the order of JO" mm of mercury
or ten thousandths of atmospheric pressure, within the envelope during
the lifetime of the tube in the presence of elevated temperatures [21).
High temperatures result in variations in mechanical strength for tube
materials (dilation and warpage); in the release of various gases occluded in those materials, spoiling the internal vacuum; and in early
depletion of electron emission from the cathode. The manufacture of
vacuum tubes is the careful selection of component materials and tubeassembly techniques in an attempt to solve those challenging issues.

A. TUBE COMPONENTS

I. Tube Envelope
Essentially a vacuum container, the envelope must resist the pressure
differential existing between the external atmosphere and the vacuum
inside, have low vapor pressure, be chemically inert, and help dissipate
electrode heal. Over the years, glass has been the most economical
and widely used receiving-tube envelope material, while metal and ceramic envelopes have been used for critical military and VHF applications [22]. The designers of the 300B chose a ST-19 glass bulb, the
largest of the new standard format introduced in 1932. Barely 1/16
inch thick, the bulb is made of soda-lime glass, also called 'soft glass.•
It has a fairly low softening point, which makes the sealing-in operation
Gaining the bulb and stem together by fusion) easier, a distinct advantage for production. A soft glass is also slightly conductive, in order to
leak off wall charges that might arise from stray electrons striking the
glass surface. On the other hand, the tube stem is made of lead silicate
glass which has a much higher electrical resistivity. The lead-in wires
which are sealed into the stem are rather closely spaced. Good insulation between them is necessary in order to avoid electrolysis at high
temperature, since this would release various gases at the electrodes
[23]. The lead-in wires are made from a copper-dad iron-nickel alloy
wire known as "Dumet," which has a thermal-expansion a>efficient very
similar to that of glass and therefore provides a good glass-to-metal
seal in order to preserve the vacuum. Introduced in 1911 as a replacement for platinum in lead-in seals for incandescent lamps. Dumet wire
is made by welding or fusing a 42% nickel-iron alloy into a copper tube
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with an intermediate sheath of brass. The copper surface represents
about 25% of the total weight of the wire.
2. Internal Components

Nickel and its alloys are the preferred materials for the constru<::tioo
of almost aU internal components of receiving and low-to-mediumpower tubes when cost is not aitical [24). Their only drawback, in a
few applications, is their magnetic property. The plate of a tube fulfiUs
two functions besides collecting electrons: dissipating the heat generated by the electrons which strike its surface, and securing the overall
electrode geometry, since the plate generally forms the outside electrode structure. The plate of the 300B is formed from two stampings of
Grade 1 sheet nickel welded together. Special attention was taken in
the design of the plate to stiffen it as much as possible by incorporating
side ribs and wide flanges at the junction of the two halves. Rigidity
becomes an important consideration, since the sizes of the different
electrodes and the reduced spacing between them increase the risk of
electrical short.s. The plate is blackened by a carbonizing process to
improve its heat-radiating ability [25].
The grid of a tube must meet several requirements. Fi~t. the wire
must possess reasonably good tensile strength and great uniformity in
order to be wound with consistency, without any ~hrinking or stretch·
ing. Also, the grid should retain its shape despite the ambient heat.
FinaUy, it should emit a minimum number of electrons, even after be·
ing contaminated with barium migrating from the filament [26). The
grid of the WE 300B is formed by a molybdenum wire wound Oat and
peened to two notched Grade 2 nickel support wires (side rods).
The filament (cathode) is the key element of the vacuum tube. A
surface emitting electrons under the innueoce of an activating energy
(heat in most cases), the cathode must meet somewhat conflicting
characteristics. It must provide a generous Dow of electrons as efficiently (low current draw) and as steadily (slow depletion of the electron-emitting surface) as possible throughout the life of the tube. This
requires careful attention to the characteristics of both the emitting
material and the base filament material. Very early, Western Electric
chose alkaline-earth metal oxides, the most efficient electron emitters,
as the coating for a base filament. The metal aUoy composition of the
filament changed over the years as better understanding was gained of
the complex phenomena involved in cathode emission [27]. The fJla.
ment of the 300B is a Oat ribbon of nickel aUoy coated with a triple
barium carbonate compound. Tt is arranged in a double M, the two Ms
being wired in parallel instead of the more usual single M, since the fil.
ament must extend the fuU length and width of the plate in order to
emit plate current onto as large a plate area as practical.
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The getter fulfills two complementary functions: producing and preserving an adequate vacuum in the tube envelope after the pumping
and sealing-off stages. It does this by releasing a metal element which
has a high affinity for the various gases encountered in a vacuum tube
and literally pumps them (28). The WE 3008 uses a so-called "flash•
getter, consisting of a mix of barium and calcium carbonates with some
magnesium added in order to ignite the compound and bring it rapidly
to a temperature of approximately 300 deg C at which point the getter
material is most effective. The getter support is made from nickel wire.

B. ASSEMBLY
The proper choice of materials for all components of a vacuum tube
is not enough for optimal performance. The careful processing of
these materials before assembly and the precautions taken during assembly are important considerations in order to obtain the expected
performance and long life.
The materials used must be rigorously clean. Tube assembly is done
wearing rubber gloves. Sulfur-free lubricants must be used during the
various machining. drawing. stamping and grid-winding operations, as
sulfur in the tube would poison the oxide-coated cathode and ruin it
[29). After chemical cleaning and just before pumping. all metal parts
are •pretreated• by ftring them in a hydrogen furnace near 1000 deg C
in order to reduce remaining oxides and to outgas the bulk of the metal
by replacing occluded gases with hydrogen. The hydrogen escapes easily at the pumping stage. A similar treatment (but at lower temperatures) is given to the other tube components, mica spacers and glass
envelope. These are necessary precautions to obtain and preserve high
vacuum in tubes.
Ultimately, the quality of the tube rests on the manual skills and experience of the assembly workers, as the construdion of a large triode
like the 3008 largely consists of a succession of manual operations as
described below. Indeed, the important proportion of labor in the fabrication of a WE 300B helps explain the high cost of such a tube.
The foundation of the tube is the stem-arbor assembly (Fig.. I). It is
made in successive steps. A piece of glass tubing awoximately 0.6• in
diameter and 1.5" long is heated to a plastic state and the following operations performed: at one end a flared edge is reamed into the glass,
forming the future area of sealing with the glass envelope; at the other
eod the glass is pressed around the four Dumet lead-in wires that will
provide electrical connections with the ftlament, grid and plate; next,
the two nickel lateral rods that will support the plate are inserted; fi.
nally, a piece of glass tubing approximately 2" long is sealed into the
stem to serve as exhaust tip during the pumping stage. Tn the mean
time, the glass is submitted to several annealing operations in order to

Fig, 1. The stem.

Fig. 2. Stringing the filament.
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relieve stresses. Finally, the four connecting wires are bent to proper
shape in a press.
The second stage is the ftlament assembly. The long and narrow carbonate-coated ribbon is cut to length and the coating carefully removed
at each oonnecting point. The n'bbon is strung into the characteristic
double-M shape on a jig (Fig. 2). The five lower extremities of the
double M hold tiny nickel nooks which are then welded to the proper
filament oonnections on the stem-arbor assembly (Fig. 3). The books
are aligned via holes in a mica disk spacer which has previously been
inserted on the stem-arbor assembly (see background of Fig. 3). The
mica is sprayed with magnesium oxide to reduce stray current leakage,
hence its white oolor. This last step originated in manufacturing of
miniature tubes. While not absolutely necessary, it helps consistency in
tube characteristics.
Two more holes in the mica disk spacer help align the grid side-rods
and secure the geometry between the filament and the grid. A grid
lathe winds the molybdenum grid wire at a constant pitch onto the
notched nickel side-rods, forming the grid assembly. The resulting ladder is then inserted and spot-welded to the stem-arbor assembly (Fig.
4). Now the plate can be mounted over the other electrodes to oomplete the structure by carefully sliding it along the lateral rods (Fig. 5).
It is then spot-welded to those rods (Fig. 6). Each plate has been individually sized to check for proper tolerance prior to assembly.
The finishing touches are done by inserting a mica spacer on top of
the assembly (Fig. 7) in order to secure the other end of the electrode
structure, and by spot-welding the getter support in place. At that stage
the "mount" has been produced, a tube assembly ready to be be evacuated on the vacuum pump and sealed (Fig. 8).
The glass bulb is sealed to the stem by carefuUy heating the two glass
parts together with gas burners until they become plastic and readily
fuse. The tube can then be exhausted (Fig. 9). For smaU receiving
tubes., these two operations are combined and done by a single "sealex"
(seal-in/exhaust) machine.
The tube, oonnected to the pump via the exhaust tip, is gradually
pumped out on a series of rotating stations. Towards the end of the cycle the tube elements are heated by induction (Fig. 10) to release the
gases occluded in various parts, to activate the cathode (transform
barium carbonate into barium oxide), and to flash the getter in order to
perfect the vacuum in the tube.
The final assembly stage is to mount the four-pin bakelite base which
is secured to the glass bulb by a heat-cured a\lhesive (Fig. 1 I). The pins
are made of tinned brass.
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Fig. 3. Assembling the filament.

Fig. 4. Assembling the grid.
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Fig. 5. Adding the plate.

Fig. 6. Plate assembly.
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Fig. 7. Adding the top mica.

•
Fig. 8. The completed mount.
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Fig. 9. A sealed tube.

Fig. 10. The exhaust operation.
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Fig.. 11. Adding the base.

Fig. 12. The aging rack.
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Fig. 13. Test set.

Fig. 14. A finished tube.
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The tubes are then placed in an aging rack (Fig. 12) and submitted to
an aging cycle of several hours in order to stabilize their operating parameters.
Each 3008 il checked individually on a test set (Fig. 13) to make sure
that it meets the design parameters. (More specifically, with a plate
voltage ~ of 300 V and a grid voltage Ec of -58 V, the tube should
draw a plate current lb of atleast62 mA.) Only then will it be labeled
'Western Electric' and packaged (Fig. 14).

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, one cannot help wonder about fate and destiny when
reviewing the long tradition of tube manufacturing at Western Electric:
Born in 1913 under code "A." an audio amplifier tube designed to carry
human voices over telephone wire lines, Western Electric's tube activities end exactly 75 years later with code 300B, another audio amplifier
tube designed for high quality sound reproduction.
While vacuum-tube enthusiasts might be saddened by that ending.
they should also feel indebted to all the AT&T pioneers. engineers and
workers who, with their vision and their pursuit of excellence i.n design
and manufacturing. have made possible vacuum-tube applications of
the highest quality.

NOTES

[1) For the trivia buff, the all-time longevity record is probably held
by the WE 215A ("peanut") tube which was conceived in late 1918 and,
according to production personnel interviewed, was made for the U. S.
Navy in small quantities until the mid-t970s. The tooling was finally
scrapped in 1981.
[2) Alexander G. Bell was not the first one to balance the vision of
science and the practicality of manufacturing. This honor should probably go to Thomas A Edison, the "Wizard of Menlo Park, • who set up
the world's first industrial laboratory.
(3) Meeting the technological challenges that Bell's vision presented
was a forrnidable task, as one can assess by surveying the numerous
disciplines to be mastered: acoustics (sound, speech and hearing);
electricity (transmission-line and network theory); mechanics; and
science of materials (metallurgy, chemistry).
[4] This policy was implemented with the hiring of Dr. Hammond V.
Hayes, a physicist trained at Harvard and MlTwho became the head of
American Bell's Mechanical Department, a direct ancestor of Bell
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Telephone Laboratories (incorporated in 1925).
(5] Western Electric was acquired in 1881 after Western Union, its
then·owner, lost a patent-infringement suit brought by AT&T, putting
WU out of the telephone business. The original Hawthorne plant near
Chicago was used to make telegraph and telephone parts for Western
Union. In 1905 the headquarters of WE were moved to 463 West
Street in downtown New York.
(6]Is the joint ownership due to the fact that Bell Labs, at its inception, was almost entirely staffed by the Engineering Department of
Western Electric?

[7] This corporate system stayed in place until the early 1980s when
the courts approved an antitrust settlement that ordered the breakup
of AT&T and forced it to divest its stocks in the operating companies.

[8] The focus on communication was also urged by the regulators and
the courts which carefully watched that the corporate giant did not
stray out of its field and abuse its monopolistic situation.
(9] The main divestitures of interest in the audio field have been the
following:
1925: Jjcensing of the orthophonic phonograph to Victor;
1926: sale of WEAF broadcasting studio to RCA (to become NBC);
1937: sale by ERPI of motion-picture sound leasing and servicing
business to All Technical Products, Inc. (later to become Allee);
1948: sale of transmitting-tube activity to Machlett Laboratories, Inc.;
1949: sale of sound equipment Jjnes (microphones, ampJjfiers, loudspeakers) to Altec Lansing Company;
1956: sale of the Westrex Company (motion-picture and studio sound
equipment) to Litton Industries.
(10] Trained in the "new" physics at the University of Chicago under
Professor Millikan (who first measured the charge of an elecrron), H.
D. Arnold was familiar with electron theory and vacuum techniques.
The latter proved invaluable, as we shall see.
(1 I] De Forest invented the audion (triode) in 1906 by inserting a
third element between the two electrodes of Fleming's diode ( 1904).
For several years its principal application was as a radio-wave detecting
device; but the tubes were highly inconsistent in performance. It was
while working at the Federal Telegraph Company in early 1912 that de
Forest first presented an audio amplification device (to the U. S.
Navy).
[ 12] The necessity of consistent performance can be better appreciated in the tight of the fact that several dozens of tubes would have to
be put in tandem on a transcontinental telephone line.
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(13]l!e had to order a new type of vacuum pump that only Gaede in
Germany was manufacturing at the time.
( 14) It is interesting to note that, even though the work of Professor
Wehnelt on oxide-coated ftlaments had been available since 1903,
Western Electric was the only tube manufacturer to use it systemati·
cally for a number of years, the extensive experiment$ of iu scientists
having shown its superior electron-emission characteristics. Another
result of early WE work on cathodes was Nicolson's 1915 patent appli·
cation on the •equipotential" (indirectly heated) cathode which found
its usefulness later in the 1930s.
[1~ Two names on that team will instantly be recognized by readers
familiar with electronic circuits: R. V. L. Hartley and E. H. Colpitts. A
Jesser known but pivotal figure was H. J. van der Bijl who, in 1914, derived the equation used to design the electrode geometry of all Western Electric triodes for many years. Tn 1920 he published a book, Jhll
Thermionic Vacuum ~ which became the first reference in the
field.

(16) Unfortunately, for lack of space, this paper will not be able to do
justice to the contributions of Western Electric to the design and manufacture of high-power transmitting tubes. ln that field WE also assumed a leadership role.
[17] The 5,000-hour average life for a typical commercial receiving
tube is dismal in comparison; but one has to understand that operating
as a regulated monopoly, AT&T was concerned with maximizing the
economic life of its equipment rather than minimizing first cost. RCA
or GE would have gone bankrupt bad they tried to emulate Western
Electric. For submarine telephone cables, Bell Laboratories itself
manufactured a small series of special tubes (code 17SHQ) which had
an actual service life in excess of 190,000 hours (22 years!).
(18] The gain available at higher frequencies would naturally be limited by the various interelectrode capacitances and inductances resulting from the size of the elements in a filamentary triode and by the
cathode-to-plate transit time (the time for an electron to travel from
cathode to plate).
(19) An improved version of this tube (6AKS/403A) was made in
very large quantities for WW II radar and other military systems. An
extended-life version (code 408A) was manufactured by WE after the
war. The war also spurred the development of the cavity magnetron
(code 700A and others), Bell Laboratories perfecting what was originally a British discovery.
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[20] Tube characteristics are dependent upon the electrode geometry.
Grids which have fewer turns or which are closer to the plate decrease
the amplification factor mu. Grids which are closer to the cathode; or
cathodes which have a greater emitting area, increase the
transconductance Gm. If heat or shock were to distort the electrode
spacing. the impact on tube characteristics would be immediate.

(21] Cathodes operate in the neighborhood of 750 deg C. Plate tern·
peratures for receiving tubes range from 350 deg C to as high as 600
deg C. For optimum life and reliability, tube-envelope temperature
should be below 175 deg C, preferably around I00 deg C.
[22) Vacuum-tube technology is directly related to incandescent-lamp
technology. The progress made in the latter at the turn of the century
helped create the former: for instance, the round shape of the early
audion envelope was due to the use of readily available automobile
light bulbs by McCandless, their manufacturer.
[23) The apparently superior quality of the Western Electric glass
bulbs does not seem due to a special glass composition, as there is no
evidence of Western Electric using anything but commercially available
glass over the years. It is probably due to the care taken in secondary
operations like annealing. (Annealing is the process of heating glass as
much as possible without deformation and then slowly cooling it to
room temperature in a special oven in order to relieve stresses created
in the glass during manufacturing steps.)

(24) Nickel and its alloys possess adequate mechanical properties for
all but the most demanding applications (the melting point of nickel is
1455 deg C). They can be readily outgassed and are highly resistant to
corrosion. They can also be fabricated into any shape and spotwelded
easily.
[25] Carbonizing ni<:kel consists of heating the nickel to 925 deg C in
an oven containing a hydrocarbon-gas atmosphe£e. For most commer·
cia! receiving tubes, carbonized nickel bas been replaced by ni<:kel·
plated or nickel-clad steel and, more recently, by aluminum-dad iron
on a copper core {General Electric Co.); the latter takes a dark color
when fired at about 700 deg C in vacuum and thus does not need carbonizing. In high-power tubes, where the plate operates at 800 deg C
or higher, it is usually made of more refractory materials such as
molybdenum, tantalum or graphite.
[26) For most receiving tubes, nickel alloys using manganese,
chromium or molybdenum (listed in order of increasing heat resistance) are employed for grid wire. To reduce unwanted electron emission from the grid, the wire may be coated with gold or platinum.

(Platinum has the ability to ahsorb a considerable quantity of thorium
or barium that might migrate from the cathode.) For even higher temperature operations, grid wires are made of pure molybdenum or tungsten. which have melting points of2625 and 3370 deg C respectively.
(27] The alkaline-earth metals used are barium, calcium, and strontium. They are generally applied in tbe form of double or triple carbonates which are heated at a later stage of tube manufacturing to produce the required oxides. The double carbonates are those of barium
(a majority percentage) and strontium; the triple carbonates contain a
few percent calcium in addition. Origi:naUy, Western Electric employed
platinum-alloy filaments with the carbonate coating. Later it was found
that special nickel alloys could be used eiTectively. Those alloys are
made of very pure nickel, in the form of powder, to which are carefully
added reducing agents (like tungsten and :tirconium) in minute
amounts of 0.0 I% to 0.2%. The role of these agents is to "activate' the
barium oxide coating into emitting electrons. On a finished filament,
the coating is approximately 0.001", or 1/5 the thickness of the base
fliament itself. It is applied by carefully "dragging' the filament in a
succession of baths filled with the coating solution and letting it dry
between stages until the proper thickness has built up.
(28) Conceptually, the getter acts like an auxiliary pump worlcinj in
two successive stages: first, it lowers the pressure from about 10 to
to-<~ mm of mercury; then it keeps pumping and maintaining that level
of vacuum throughout the life of the tube. Alkaline-earth metals, principally barium, cerium, and strontium, have a great affinity for the most
common gases released in vacuum tubes (oxygen, carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and nitrogen) and are commonly used as getters.
(29) While surface films of oil are readily removed in the degreasing
and cleaning operations, some oil might be trapped in microscopic
pockets of the material and released only much later once inside the
tube. This is also true for other contaminants and explains the use of
rubber gloves for assembly operations. VHF tubes are commonly built
in special clean rooms.
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THE FEMININE TOUCH IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Louise Ramsey Moreau, W3WRE
Glenolden, PA
Sometimes it is difficult to trace the source of a certain phase of
communications history. Often its origin has been lost in modem reference material that seems to take the •earliest attempt• for granted
since it has long been acoepted. This is true in terms of the place that
women hold in the long history of communications. The unique part of
the story is that, before the formal historians, we find biblical references used by the almost forgotten writers of the nineteenth century.
But the formal histories, running back to the thirteenth century B. C~
foUow earlier mentions with records of the faU of Troy and the first
recorded message that went to a woman, Clytemnestra, from her husband Agamemnon [!). Less mentioned, and much more important, is
the fact that she was the person who devised the system of eight fire
beacons that marked the 3()()..mile route from high point to high point
over the rugged terrain and sea. To quote Aeschylus, the lady sajd
•such, in truth, were my regulations for the settings of these beacons.•
Clytemnestra's fire-beacon system was in wide use for over two hundred years. Then, according to 0 reek mythology of about 800 B. C.,
the Amazons adopted a newer signal device that later became the heli·
ograph. They modified the ~-ystem of signaling then in use, involving
using the polished surfaces of their shields on the battlefield in a prea.rranged code.
Skipping a few hundred years, it was found that shields and bonfires
were too slow and inefficient, so the ancients tried the human voice.
About 400 B. C., a system was developed that is popularly called the
•tung telegraph. • As with everything else, it was fU'st used on the battlefield to ilirect tactics. As refined. it required the building of circular
stone signal towers within audible reach of each other and manned by
leather-lunged personnel who shouted information from tower to tower
in a code of •sonorous monosyUables.• Julius Caesar found this technique most effective; it was used throughout the Roman Empire. One
historian of the time records that women were often employed in this
system because "the higher pitch of a woman's voice could be more
easily heard over the noise of a waterfaU or a storm." This method of
communicating continued throughout the Roman Empire and on into
the Middle Ages.
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Another ancient form of communication that women as well as men
handled still exists on the island of Gomera in the Canary Islands.
Here, due to the steep terrain, news and personal communication are
carried on by whistling. For a technical description, users employ
'teeth, tongue, lips, and fmgers• (2].
So far, we have been merely spotting down the pages of ancient history for the beginninp of women as active communications operators.
There are more examples. For instance, there were those hardy Englishwomen who helped the men supply the fire beacons that rimmed
the entire coast along the English Channel as an early-warning system
for the approach of the Spanish Armada. We find that the wives of the
semaphore operators in Napoleonic France could heave the unwieldy
controls of their stations into the 92 positions of that code. One
woman, a Mme. Thibault, is said to have relayed the news of the victory
at Austerlitz. She is mentioned again as being one of the semaphore
operators who clandestinely signaled that Napoleon had returned to
France from exile on Elba.
In the early 1840s, while Morse was perfecting the system with which
we arc all familiar, European countries, panicularly Britain, were operating needle telegraphs. In London, the Central Telegraph Office
employed women as operators, according to Charles Dickens, who
wrote a lengthy anide describing some sixty women who worked as
'manipulating clerks' using this system that turned the distant indicat·
ing needle to the right or the left. They also fiUed the position of
'reading clerke,' decoding the deflections of the flying needle. It was
possible to work this system at speeds up to 20 words per minute, according to Charles Walker, chief engineer of the company, 'if the wire
was dear and there were no earths.•
Another English telegraph system, the Cooke dial instrument, made
it a little easier for women who were employed as telegraphers. Here
all they needed was a firm hand oo the •manipulator' to dial the correct
letter, while the receiving clerk needed only to watch the moving dial of
the receiver to record or call out to a third girl known as the writing
clerk.
In the United States, women were associated with the new telegraph
industry from the very beginning, staning with the fU'st message on
May 24, 1844, when Miss Annie Ellsworth dictated the weU known
question 'What hath God wrought?' to Professor Morse. The fll'st
woman telegrapher was not necessarily Sarah Bagley, as F. 0. J. Smith
claimed in 1846 [3], for there seems to be little documentation to authenticate Smith's claim. However, James Reid wrote in his Du: ~
l:lllllh in Amerjca [4J that a Miss Emma Hunter in Westchester, Pennsylvania, qualified as the first woman operator west of the Hudson on
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•

English woman operating Cooke dial telegraph in the 1850s.

Needle·telegraph operators, London, in the 1850s.
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October 14, 1851, and that she was later appointed office manager.
For the record, she was paid fifty dollars a year.

In March, 1852, Miss Ellen Laughton, age 14, became an operator in
Dover, New Hampshire. From then on, more and more women were
found as part of the rapidly growing telegraph industry. One historian
of the time wrote •the presence of the ladies on the wire is a very good
influence on the habits, behavior, and the language of the men.• In the
communications joumal.s of the day, such as 'The Operator; women
were made heroines of telegraphic short stories in the best sentimental
style of the period.
In 1853, the numeric instantly recognized by communications pecsonnel, "73," was used to welcome young women reoently come into the
profession for, at that time, it meant •my love to you; according to such
publications as 'The National Telegraph Review and Operators' Companion• [5]. Four years later the definition was changed to a less sugary •accept my compliments; and from then on there was no more
hearts-and-Oowers meaning in the numerals.

The Civil War found women as wcU as men working the wires. In the
Confederacy we £ind that in Georgia, South Carollna, Louisiana,
Florida, and Alabama not only were women employed as telegraphers,
but some 39 had been appointed as office managers. Many of them
remained in the profession after the war. In the North, the commercial
telegraph offices had developed a feminine atmosphere, for the duration at least. The U. S. Army had accepted the first woman in U. S.
military telegraph service, Louisa Volker; she was also the first female
operator west of the Mississippi River. She was the operator at Mineral Point, Missouri, having been recruited by the signal service to report on tbe movements, locations, and strengths of guerilla groups in
the area. Some of her reports were sent from a closed room while
guerillas occupied her home.
Also in the 1860s, the Deseret Telegraph was established in Utah
with its main office in Salt Lake City and other offices throughout the
Territory. Its purpose was to maintain communications for the Mormon church but also to keep the area in touch with the rest of the country. Here women as weU as men were sending traffic telling of stagecoach arrivals, grasshopper plagues, and Indian attacks. Some messages still exist that read •ae on the alert. Saw smokes today. Raid
may be imminent." One woman sent national and world news, thereport of the end of the Civil War, news of the capture of John Wilkes
Booth, and railroad information. Another handled a message [7] that
bas survived the years: •stagecoach held up and robbed by masked
men. One passenger killed.·
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Mrs. T. T. Smith, We.~tchester, PA, first feminine operator on lhe
Magnetic Telegraph Co. wire.

Emily Warburton and Barbara Gowans, two of lhe two dozen female
operators of lhe Deseret Telegraph in Utah.
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Mr~. Hettie Ogle, office manager of
Western Union in Johnstown, PA,
a victim of the flood of 1889.

Graynella Packer, on board
the Mohawk, was the fi~t
woman in the world to
become a marine operator.

The continuous increase in the numbers of women in the profession
was the subject of eanoons in many publications, but often they were
chosen as operators because of their skill. For example, the dedication
of the Morse Memorial in New York City was planned to end with a
personal message from Professor Morse beginning with 'Greetings to
the telegraph fraternity ... • to be sent on the wire to all telegraph offices by Miss Sadie CornweU foUowed by Morse sending Ills signature.
The 1870s and 1880s saw women included in the Morse Telegraph
Tournaments. One year's results [8] for the women's five-·minute
sending event included 217 words sent by a Miss K. B. Stephenson and
212 words by Miss E. B. Dennis, while a Miss T. Y. Proscbel won both
the United Press and the Sabin Awards for exceUence and speed. (For
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First commercial license issued to a woman, Mabelle Kebo, in the
United States, 1912.

Mabelle Kelso, the first U. S. operator with a commercial license, on
board the SS Mariposa.
16

Gladys Kathleen Parkin.
6GK, was one of the first
women to qualify for
a government-issued
amateur-license.

what it's worth, ill previous sending records were broken by a man, F.
I... Catlin, churning out 251 words in five minutes! We should remember that this was hand sending. for speed keys had not yet appeared on
the scene. AdditionaUy, there were no speciaUy prepared five-letter
word groups or typed copy. The contestants were handed a stack of old
telegrams and told to start sending.) There was, of course, a receiving
contest. Contestants copied by hand, for typewriters were not widely
used in telegraph offices until after the tum of the century.
History is filled with stories of operators who maintained the lifeline
of communication, often at the risk of their lives. This tradition of
selfless attention to duty had its beginning in the dam.coUapse disaster
at Johnstown, Pennsylvania, in 1889 [9]. Six women telegraph opera·
tors remained at the key; only two escaped. One was Miss Emma
Ehrenfeld, who sent warnings of the approaching disaster down the
vaUey into Johnstown via a Pennsylvania Railroad wire. She was fortu·
nate enough to escape the destruction of her tower, located in the
South Fork yards, at the last minute. The other was a Miss Uoyd of
the Western Union office in Ebensburg. located about 20 miles north
of the city. That young lady worked almost 20 hours sending survivor
messages from refugees who had managed to get that far. But the
other four - Mrs. I Iettie Ogle (10], manager of the W. U. office in
Johnstown, and three operators, her daughter Minnie Ogle, Gracie
Garman, and Mary Jane Watkins- remained in the office maintaining
contact with Pittsburgh and other towns west of the city in the tradition
that has become synonomous with communications people. Only the
body of Gracie Garman was recovered and identified. The other three
may be among those in the •unknown plot' in the local cemetery.
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Helen CampbeU, ftrSt woman engaged in the World War I Women's
Service, testing equipmenL

Women working i.n wireless school at Hunter CoUege, New York, 1917.
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According to this artist of the Seventies, romance budded wherever
there were lady telegraph operators.
There was no feminine touch in the beginning of wireless telegraphy.
Marconi managed to hear that transatlantic leller •s• without any special lady in the cast. But, as with the wire telegraph, men held an exclusive claim for just five years. Miss Anna Nevins became the world's
first woman operator in 1906 when she left Western Un ion to assume a
position with the de Forest station "NY" at 42 Broadway in New York.
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Telephone operators for the U. S. armed forces in France during
World War I, 1917-18.
She was later employed at the Waldorf-Astoria station "WA' and is one
of two women who hold the distinction of membership in the Veteran
Wireless Operators' Association. The other, Miss Lena Michelson, was
the radio operator on the tanker Tames~ captained by her father. She
sent the distress caU from the Tamesi when it went aground in the Gulf
of Mexico in 1918.
The first woman operator aboard a ship, in 1910, was OrayneUa
Packer. She remained on the job just four months, but the door was
open. From then on there was no stopping the ladies as they began
appearing commercially on the air. By 1911, Edith Coombs was in
charge of the wireless on the SS Roanoke. The same year saw legislat.ion requiring all passenger ships to be radio-equipped. Jn 1912, when
Jjcensing became required for radio operators, Maybe! Kelso became
the first woman to receive the new certificate. By 1913, over 30 had
qualified to operate the big spark keys on shipboard.
With the outbreak of the First World War on the Continent, women
in this country continued getting into the commercial side of radio.
Many attended classes learning to handle code as weU as radio equjpment. Some went into fac.tories to test gear as it was produced, while
others were working with the spark equipment that would later be used
by the armed services. They complemented the work of telephone operators who were recruited to handle the heavy traffic of the military
80
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telephone lines in France, not only in headquarters but in field units as
well. Others operated the switchboards in military hospitals.
While women came into more and more phases of commercial and
military communications, the ranks of amateur radio were beginning to
have a definite YL ("young lady") touch. Only three years after Anna
Nevins became the first commercial operato r in 1906, Miss Lillian
Todd (II) came into the Junior Wireless Club (now the Radio aub of
America) as sponsor and honorary secretary. Then, in 1910 YLs were
on the air with personally selected callsigns: FNFN, Mrs. M. J. Glass in
San Jose, California, and OHK, Olive Heartburg in New York. From
then on the Gernsback "Blue Book" of amateur callsigns listed more
YLs each year.
The women who had been part of military communications in the
First World War were relatively few. As the outbreak of WW U approached, women were on the air mainly as amateurs but soon participated in many phases of defense work, from teaching code and theory
classes to work in commercial, military, and broadcast stations. After
all regular U. S. amateur activity stopped in December 1941, women
were still there, qualifying with the prefiX LSPH in their callsigns, indicating that th~ had been Licensed Since Pearl Harbor. Over fifty of
those women licensees were doing special war work. Some were cryptographers or instruct.o rs in women's branches of the military.
After the end of the emergency and the resumption of normal communications, women continued appearing all through the industry; the
numbers of the YL amateur lists have kept increasing f12). Now, at the
end of the 1980s, we find women in the commercial field as announcers, news commentators, and station engineers and managers. In amateur radio there are more than 50,000 YLs around the world representing 140 countries.
Ever since Clytemnestra's •courier flame, • the advances in the state
of the communications art have found women working side by side with
men to make history.
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A DECADE OF ELECIROACOUSTIC
REPRODUCTION (1920-1930)
Floyd A Paul
Glendale, CA
BACKGROUND (1900-1910)

To set the stage for eleetroacoustie technology of the 1920s, the author would like to review briefly what had happened in the first 20
years of the twentieth century. Telephones had become commonplace.
Carbon microphones and earphones with low-impedance windings
were in use for telephone and business applications. Headsets had
been used by radio amateurs and commercial operators for many years.
Small-diameter hom spealcers had been applied in intercoms. Magnavox was pioneering with electrical transducers for sound systems in
the Teens: by 1915 they had used large-bell hom speakers in publicaddress systems.
Western Electric had been developing loudspeaker applications as
early as 1907. So were some companies in other countries. For exam·
ple, "Modem Eleetrics" had an article in April of 1909 by a Berlin corre3p<lndent reporting on loud-tallcing telephones. The article shows a
line drawing of a small "Lautsprecher" (Fig. 1) with a bell of approximately three-inch width. The article noted that the units had been
coming into extensive use in recent months. Low impedances were the
technology of the time and strong current was needed to produce good
sound levels. Western Electric was making a smaU horn speaker called
the "Shawphone• with a three-inch diameter beU (Fig. 2). It had a DC
coil resistance of two ohms. These were used for intercom, not radio,
applications. By 1919, the Boissonnault Company of New York City
was making and marketing a loud-tallcing telephone. The device employed an earphone mounted into a neck of some eight inches in lengdl
with a beU diameter of about three inches. The Twenties began with
the above audio technologies and speaker devices in place.
EVENTS OF 1920..1922

In the fall of 1920, KDKA received a license and started broadcasting
from Pittsburgh. Many other stations came into being within a few
months; by the summer of 1921, broadcast radio was here, with programming of sports, music and news. Sets were being built and a demand was developing for a listening device other than the headset.
Magnavox had made horn speakers for auditoriums and outside publicaddress systems, and Western Electric had entered the commercial
84
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Fig. 1. l..autsprecher
(sketch by Alan Douglas).

Fig. 2. 182AW Shawphone,
Western Electric Co.

public-address field in 1920, but few other manufacturers were ready to
make home-radio horn speakers. Then, by December of 1921, five
manufactuers were advertising radio horns in "Radio News.• Horn·
speaker manufacturers proliferated quickly. Within another year tOO
or more companies were making them. By the end of the radio hom
speaker era, considered to be 1927 for external-horn speakers, over 330
manufacturers had tried their band, and some 5,000,000 had been
made.
HORN SPEAKERS (1921-1929)

The WD-11 tube came into use in 1922, about the time radio hom
speakers were coming to market. The WD-11 could effectively power
headset drivers. These earphone drivers were employed as sound
transducers for hom speakers by being clamped into or onto the hom.
The King "Amplitone• (Fig. 3) used two earphones, while the Murdock
(F ig. 4) employed one. Later horn speakers had an earphone integrally
designed into the throat and neck of the speaker, a more efficient arrangement than clamp-on headsets. The 'OlA and '99 tubes came into
use in 1923. These were powerful enough to drive horn-speaker transducers comfortably. (Remember, in 1924 "high fidelity" was still 15 or
so years away!)
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In this article, radio hom speakers are conveniently split into two
groups: external accessories for radio sets and internal cabinet designs.
As external accessories their usefulness and sales were effectively over
by 1927, although they were sold into 1929 as folded internal-cabinet
models. The foUowing sections examine the details of shapes, sizes, designs, and marketing features of born speakers as accessories external
to radio cabinets. The 1921-27 period was the era when broadcast sta·
tions were muhiplying and radio set manufacturers were proliferating.
Radio was "on a roll" and the public needed something to reproduce
sound.

llilm Shn.p!:§. The first hom designs tended to be straight shapes
with few curves. Typical early designs included meg11phone·s1Yle bells
and straight-up necks with a simple 90-degree bend into the bell open·
ing. Later improvements occurred when necks were curved. The
curved neck allowed a better mechanical shape so that the center of
gravitY of the top-heavy born was directly over the base. The curved
neck (Fig. 5) provided a longer air column for the sound to travel before entering the bell. This alteration made the hom less apt to be
tipped over by the listener, while the longer air column helped produce
more volume.
About half the manufacturers used a single earphone as a driver.
Baldwin armature-tYpe earphones were the most widely used. Well
over a dozen makers sold the Baldwin earphone unit as an integral part

Fig. 3. Amplitone witb
headset. King.
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Fig. 4. No. 500 Megaphone beU with single earphone. Wm. Murdock.

Fig. 5. Spruce and mahogany beUs, vintage 1923, Music Master, made
by General Radio Corporation (later M usic Master Corp.).
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of the hom, while more than a dozen others offered the Baldwin driver
as an option.
Table cabinet hom speakers were made

~

more than 65 manufac-

turen, among them Amplion, Magnavox, and Music Master. Several

companies. such as Utah, Manhattan Electrical Supply Co., and Timmoos (Fig. 6), made IWO or more models. A typical cabinet speaker
was enclosed on five sides and open in the £root to allow for the bell
opening. Some models had griUe cloth and a scroU or lauice design on
the front. The latticework was typicaUy wood, but brass, plastic, and
iron-wire screens were used occasionally. Cabinet hom speakers were
marketed in attractive wood cases. Today's collector considers the
Amplion Model AA-18 'Patrician' (Fig. 7) to be the top-of-the-tine
model. The cabinet on this design is carved on four sides to enable the
sound to travel in aU directions.

Ail: Columns. Air columns for the drivers took on an infinite number
of sizes and shapes. Early Western Electric horn research showed the
need for an exponential air column to obtain loading and impedance
matching from the driver to the bell mouth. Most speaker manufacturers of the early '20s did not have acoustical engineers, nor were there
many audio engineers trained in the physics of sound energy. Most
manufacturers apparently accepted the simple premise that they
needed only an air column which expanded in cross-section along the
sound path to the bell. Early air columns were most likely designed ~
the manufacturer for convenient production. Whenever fabrication involved a bending or molding operation in which the shell of the neck
and beU were formed, pressed, or poured, it was usually most economical if the neck material was kept in a straight-line shape. Spun aluminum or brass bells could be shaped into exponential or other desired
shapes. Fiber or papier-mache was often pressed into the desired
shape.
Bell openings were square, parallelogram-shaped (Fig. 8), round, and
oval. Bells were made of a variety of substances: wood, pressed wood,
papier-mache, porcelain, fiber, sea shells, brass, tin, steel, copper, aluminum, bakelite, hard rubber, plastic, amethyst, woo~ and cement.
Some desirable design features seen on early horns were (1) papiermache, fiber, or non-metallic born materials which had no natural resonance in the audio range, (2) interior surfaces roughened with a wrinkle finish to diffuse sound waves and reduce ringing. (3) longer air
columns to provide volume, (4) exponential rather than linear horn
shapes, and (S) air columns folded for compactness. Interesting and
novel shapes are shown in Figures 9, 10, and II.
~ &producers. The early headset-based horns used a double
air column that merged into one. The headset spring bands supplied
the force to keep the receivers clamped onto the horn. Some early
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Fig. 6. Timmons Talker with large-diameter earphone driver, Timmons Radio Products Corp.
Fig. 7. Patrician, AA-18, with 48' air column hom, Amplion Corp. of
America.

9

Fig. 8. Model B, Herald Electric Co.
Fig. 9. "Voice of the Sky,' Italian gesso cast in one piece, 24" high. with
Utah driver, Florentine Art Productions, Tnc.
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Fig. I0. Oeartone, Cleartone Radio Co.
Fig. II. Timbretone with armature driver and violin motif, Timhretone
Mfg. Co.
manufacturers, e.g., Kent and Murdock, decided that only one earphone was needed as a driver. Others like Timmons felt that if an earphone was a good driver, a larger-diameter earphone was an even better one. However large the unit was made, it was still an earphone
driver. An armature driver, made by Bristol (Fig. 12) and Magnavox
among others, was coupled to a mica, aluminum, or fiber diaphragm.
Magnavox also pioneered a voice-coil driver (Fig. 13) which was a forerunner of the ele<-'tro<lynamk: cone speaker. These three drivers were
the basic transducers of the new audio technology that developed between 1920 and 1927.
Eamhone prjvers. Earphone drivers were the simplest in design and
seldom needed maintenance or adjustment. The elements consisted of
a bar magnet, iron pole pieces to provide a magnetic path, the associated wire coil(s), and an iron or steel diaphragm. Simple mechan.ical
arrangements allowed for the movement of the diaphragm closer to
and farther from the wire-wrapped pole piece(s). Closer spacing allowed for weaker signals to be heard, while wider placement handled
louder signals without interference between the part.s.
Armature Privers. Armature drivers were somewhat more complicated than earphones. Being more complex, they sometimes required
adjustment. A driver coil caused movement of a magnetic armature
which was mechanjcally coupled to a diaphragm. The diaphragm was
90
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Fig. 12. Audiophone Sr., with armature driver, Bristol Co. (photo by
Alan Douglas).
Fig. 13. R-JB, early 1921 (left) and late 1922 (right) with voice-coil
drivers, Magnavox Co.
of mica, aluminum, fiber or balcelite. The structural parts of many
drivers were cast of pot metal. Aging of pot metal caused warpage, ex·
pansion, and misalignment of the parts; hence, a need arose for adjustable pans in a driver. The mechanical linkages often gave resonances. Utah and Baldwin Type C reproducers were the most com·
monty used armature drivers.
Voice·Q!.il Drivers. Voice-coil drivers were more complex than the
previously described types. Alignment of the moving pans and manu·
facturing of the suspension systems were more difficult A coil of wire
was suspended in a magnetic field and mechanically coupled to a di·
aphragm, typically made of aluminum. Spacing between the moving
coil and the field core was a few thousandths of an inch. Magnetic and
non-magnetic particles could lodge between this closely spaced moving
element and the core, causing interference and distortion in the reproduced sound. The frequency response of the voice-coil driver i.s inher·
ently better than that of the other twO designs; it is also capable of
greater output power.

Mllkl: l2L .lhly. A few manufacturers made most or all the pans for
assembly of their horns. Western Electric and Magnavox were among
these. Others such as Music Master, Radio Cocpocntion of America,
and Rola bought some or aU of the major parts for their horns from
outside contractors. Another option was to purchase the product from
91
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Fig. 14. FH, with Miller Rubber Co. neclc and bell, made by Westinghouse for RCA (photo by Alan Douglas).
Fig. 15. Reflectone, 5" high, made from Dupont Pyralin, Rice &
Hochster.
a company which, in turn, subcontracted for the parts: for example,
RCA in the beginning had Westinghouse build their model FH (Fig.
14) and had General Electric make their models UZ-1320 and UZ1325. However, both Westinshouse and General Electric had their
speaker necks and bells molded from hard rubber by the Miller Rubber
Company of Akron, OIUo.
Marketing. Horns were not always labeled with model numbers,
sometimes merely being marked with the manufacturer's name. Sometimes a production change in design, color or material was made in a
given model with no public announcement. rt is suspected that among
smaUer manufacturers, when the end of a production run of horns was
nearing and parts, materials, or frnish coating:~ ran short, the line personnel reached for substitute materials in the shop to keep the assembly line running. Obviously, it was most economical to do so. These
substitutions aUowed some horns to get to market with manufacturing
variances. This practice makes it diffiCUlt for historians to record horns
exactly by style, model or category. Fast-changing conditions in the
marketplace caused some chaotic problems to arise. Some examples of
confusion are: Atwater Kent made three different model "M" horns,
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(l<l int ing some brown and others black. Dictograph made models that
were never advertised. Some spealcer ads were released prematurely
and the product was never made, or the configuration was changed be·
fore the product wa.~ released to the market.

Among American horn speaker manufacturers, the one that made
the greatest number of models was Magnavox. This company produced
the LS (three models), R-1, R-2 (three models), R-3 (four models), R4, M-1, M-3, M-4, M-6 and M-20. (There is some controversy about
the actual existence of the R-4.) Magnavox made the largest horn bell,
22 inches in diameter. Piroxloid, Tower and Rice & Hochster (Fig. 15)
made the smallest horn speakers, each about four inches high. Some
horns had model-name changes. For example, the Dictograph Products Corporation, which made Dictograph horn speakers, changed the
name to Dictogrand. Other companies changed their names or merged
with other firms: for example, American Art Mache became Compressed Wood, and General Radio Corporation (Geraco) became Music Master Corporation.
lmerestjng Hm:n-~ AJ>plicatjons. Magnavox built the "world's
largest horn" in 1922 for a public amusement resort in California. The
horn was 35 feet in length, and the opening 12 feet square. It was said
that the horn could be heard over 29 square miles using a Magnavox
radio reproducer. ("Radio reproducer" was Magnavox's term for a
horn-speaker driver.) A giant horn loudspeaker aboard the dirigible U.
S. S. Shenandoah had 18 ribbed panels or sections in the Oared bell,
which was about four feet in diameter and eight feet long. It was used
to communicate with landing crews and speak to entire towns while
Dying over them. (The airship was destroyed in a storm on September
I, 1925, near Columbus, Ohio.) In 1926, Warner Brothers' Vitaphone
motion-picture production "Don Juan; the first talking motion picture,
used Western Electric 12A folded horns and 555W dynamic driver
units.
MAGNETIC CONE SPEAKERS (1923-1929)

Pat he Phonograph and Radio Corp. brought a magnetic cone speaker
to the market in 1923. However, the few milliwatts of output power
available from then-existing tubes did not match up to cone-speaker
needs. The Pathe unit sold poorly and faded quickly from the market.
The availability of the 112 and 210 tubes in 1926 and the 171A in 1927
allowed more power to be produoed to drive magnetic cone speakers.
The magnetic had a better low-frequency response (down to about 200
Hertz) than the typical horn spealcer. That fact, coupled with more
powerful tubes, made for strong competition with horn speakers.
By 1925 Crosley had introduced its 'Musicone' line of magnetic cone
speakers. With its fairly sensitive armature driver, it became competitive with hom speakers. Rola, Acme, and Timmons, among many oth·
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ers, brought out magnetic cone speakers in 1926, by which time born
speakers were severely chaUenged for the market sales lead. By late
1927, magnetic cone speaker sales had surpassed those of horns and
new cone-speaker designs were still entering the market. Magnetic
cones sold very weU into early 1928; at the end of the year over 130
manufacturers had made magnetic cone speakers. (Electrodynamic
speakers had been introduced in the faU of 1927, making an immediate
assault on the markeL By late 1928 magnetic cone speaker sales, in
tum, were facing stiff competition. In 1929 electrodynamic speaker
sales surpassed those of magnetic cone speakers.) The magnetic cone
speaker era lasted about five years, of which 1926-1928 were the best
years.
Magnetic~ ~eaker Designs. The motor mechanism that drove
cone speakers was described above under "Armature Drivers.• The
main difference between cone and horn drivers was that the magnetic
armature was coupled to the apex of a cone diaphragm instead of a
smaU diaphragm as in an earphone. As the cone is driven by a coupling
device it produces sound directly in front of and behind the cone.
Cones were enclosed, minimaUy protected, or unprotected. Some were
oval but the majority, by far, were round. Cones were suspended verticaUy, hung on the wal~ mounted in a novelty setting such as a table
lamp, or designed into a light fiXture hanging from the ceiling, Threefoot wall-hanging cone speakers were often sold in kit form. They were
obviously easier to ship through the mail as kits than as assembled
products. Pictures or patterns were often painted or printed on the
cones. Ship themes were molded into the base frames. Algonquin
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Fig. 16. Floating cone, Algonquin Electric Co. (photo by Don Patterson).
Fig. 17. Enchanter, free-edge, cast aluminum frame, Jodra Mfg. Co.
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Fig. 18. Metro Cone, free-edge,
concave, adjustable armature,
Metro Electric Co.

(Fig. 16), Tower Manufacturing Corp., and Jodra Mfg. Co. (Fig. 17) often used ships in the frame design. Cones were combined with speaker
housings in a variety of ways. They came as single-element, double-element, free-edge, fllCed-edge, rolled, or a combination of these. Singleelement cones include convex and concave designs. The convex style
had the apex of the cone toward the listener (e.g.. the Stromberg-Carlson 5A) while the concave type pointed away (e.g., Atwater Kent E).
Two double<One designs existed. One is a push-pull arrangement with
the apexes of the two cones tied together, back to back, with the cone
openings in opposite directions (e. g., Acme). The converse style had
the edges of the cones cemented together (e.g., WE 540AW). In the
free-edge design the outer edge of the cone is not anchored (e. g., Atwater Kent E and the Metro Electric in Fig. 18). The fixed-edge design
had the outer edge of the cone fixed or anchored to a sounding board
or solid frame (e.g., Stromberg-Carlson SA). Rolled types are nonconical. The speaker parchment i.s slightly curled or rolled into a cylinder (e.g., Dictograph. de Forest, and Utah).
ELECTRODYNAMIC SPEAKERS (1927 AND ON)

Although electrodynamic speakers didn't come out until 1927, a device called the Phonetron existed in 1921. It was advertised as an electric sound converter for the re<:eption of telephone and telegraph signals. The Phonetron had a cone diaphragm, a voice<Oil type of driver,
and a field coil The field coil required six volts and 2-1/2 amperes.
Indeed, it was an electrodynamic type of loud speaker. The Phonetron
design may have infringed upon Magnavox's patents. It survived bu.t a
few months.
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With 210 tubes available by 1926 and 250s by 1928, an output power
of several watts could be furnished to drive speakers. In the fall of
1927 electrodynamic speakers made a debut. The frequen~-y spe(.-trum
of the electrodynamic was better than its predecessors produced, being
roughly 50 Hz to 5 kHz. These two features were an asset to the radio
manufacturer. Mounted in console cabinets, these speakers produced
the best sound yet.
The early electrodynamics had step-down transformers and rectcfier
power supplies to energize the field coils. The coils typically operated
at 6 volts DC and about 0.6 ampere. Field coils were also wound to
operate at 90 to 120 volts and approximately 0.04 ampere. The field
inductor could be used in the filter network of a radio power supply.
This feature quickly brought the electrodynamic speaker into demand.
The electrodynamic transducer's mechanism is similar in operation to
that described previously under "Voice-Coil Drivers.• The difference is
that the voice coil is connected to a cone instead of an aluminum diaphragm. Cones in the early years of 1927-28 were typically seven to
ten inches in diameter (Fig. 19); however, some early ones were made
up to 16 inches across.
The August, 1928, issue of 'Radio Retailing' announced radio sets for
the 1928-1929 season. Many, if not most, of them were console styles.
They used a curious mixture of reproducers including horns, cones and
electrodynamic types. All three speaker technologies in one year!
Federal and Kellogg favored horns. Premier, Workrite, and SparksWithington preferred magnetic cones. Day-Fan, Electrical Research
Labs., and Kolster Radio promoted dynamics. This was the last-gasp
era of horns (internal cabinet models) and magnetic cone speakers.
From this point into the 1930s, electrodynamic speakers were king.
CONCLUSION
Sound-transducer development in the 1920s brought many advancements in sound reproduction. Listening devices changed from earphones, to radio born speakers, to magnetic cone designs, and finally to
electrodynamic types. Each new sound device in the '20s brought better reproduction of sound and greater volume.
·T he frequency responses of sound transducers and speakers went
from 400-2000 Hz with earphones to 50-5000 Hz with electrodynamic
speakers. During the Twenties speakers diminished in size, grew in
weight, and increased in wattage output per pound of weight
Aesthetic designs in speakers started with radio horns. These typically sat atop radios as separate objects, so making them visually
pleasing enhanced thei.r sales. By 1926 manufacturers had made horns
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Fig. 19. Typical early electrodynamic speaker, Oxford.

into lamps. floor pedestals, and carved cabinets. In addition, many
makers had used Dupont's colorful Pyralin plastic in the bells. The
magnetic cone speaker era did little to change that aesthetic design
philosophy. Speakers were still external devices in 1926 and 1927 and
magnetic cone types needed to look "pretty" to sell. A gold motif on
cast-iron frames with ships and castles as scenes were typical on magnetic speakers. Then came the integration era where power supply,
speaker, and radio were enclosed in one integral cabinet. The need for
visible prettiness evaporated: electrodynamic speakers of the 19281929 era were chunks of metal and pounds of wire. Elegant speaker
design had come to an end. Radio horn speakers and magnetic cone
speakers as objects of art were no more.
It's an interesting speculation that if radio horns had not been developed/invented the following scenario would have occurred: earphones,
as early hearing devices, would bave been the prevailing means of family listening for several years. Family members would have to put on
those heavy cumbersome headsets and stay •plugged-in• with six-foot
cords while they listened to early radio programming. What a boring
and annoying situation! That negative effect might have slowed radio
development for a year or two. Someone might chal.lenge the scenario
and suggest that magnetic cone speakers would have risen to the occasion. J'd tend to agree that a quicker push to develop cone speakers
would have happened, but would have only moved the development up
in time without solving the problem. Radio hom speakers played a
near<ritical development role in the evolution of radio in the 1920s.
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AN ELUSIVE FRAME OF TELEVISION
HISTORY PRESERVED
William E. Denk, W3IGU
Devon, PA
There it was - the 48·page 'Progress Report for 1937' of the Television Research Department of the old Philco Radio & Television Corporation. It was but one item in a mass of old papers and files that the
document-retention authority of that company had cleared for incineration to free-up all-too-limited tile space. At the time, the writer was
employed in the Phi.lco Patent Department and, although a member of
AW A for only a ye<~r or so, recognized tbat the Report could be of
some future historic interest. Thus tbe Report was s:lVed from the
flames to which it had been consigned, and instead became a part of
the writer's library.
Are there doubtful cries of 'Philco!? Early Television?" Surely,
Westinghouse, GE, RCA and Farnsworth, but PHILCO?? Philco was
indeed an early and productive participant in the field of television research and development. Its earliest television work, in 1928 wben
Philco began manufacturing radio receivers, dealt primarily with mechanical systems of transmission and reception. Activities continued at
a modest level until1931 when the company entered into an agreement
with Philo T. Farnsworth, pursuant to which Philco and Farnsworth
jointly conducted television research at Philco's laboratories in
Philadelphia. This arrangement continued until mid-1933 when
Farnsworth established his own independent laboratories in the Chestnut Hill section of Philadelphia.
Philco's experimental television station, W3XE, went on the air on 28
June 1932, one of the first aU-electronic television transmitters in the
United States, and the second so licensed. It was located on the roof of
one of the Philco plants at Tioga and C Streets. In 193-4, W3XE pioneered in transmitting 345·line pictures. In 1935, such pictures were
sent on 51 1\fHz a distance of seven miles and displayed to guests on
receivers designed and built by Philco [1). Around 1939, W3XE was
moved to Wyndmoor, in the suburbs, in anticipation of being commercially licensed. It is believed that, at that time, the Philco-designed
transmitter was replaced with commercially available equipment.
In 1936, Philco advances included the use of vestigial·sideband picture transmission and a 441-line picture. The first telecast of a football
game from the University of Pennsylvania's Franklin Field occurred in
1940, when W3XE pioneered a 525-line picture with FM sound. In
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1941 the call W3XE gave way to WPTZ as the station, on channel 3,
received the second commercial license in the United States. WPTZ
was sold to Westinghouse in 1953, after which the caU was changed to
KYW-TV.
As we approach the last decade of this century, it is not easy to recall
the hazy perception that the general public had of the nature of the
television display as carried by the cathode-ray tubes of the 1930s. Two
examples may illustrate. At a demonstration given to representatives
of the Philadelphia press, a photographer set up his camera to get a
picture of the televised scene as it appeared on a 10-inch picture tube.
As he readied flash apparatus, one of the re<:eiver lab engineers cautioned him not to use flash because it would wash out the picture. The
rather mature photographer responded, 'Young man, you stick to your
circuits and soldering irons, and I'll handle the photography.• In an·
other instance, while watching a footbaU game with a friend on a receiver with a 12-inch picture tube, it was remarked that our engineers
were working on substantially larger picture tubes. The friend, a
lawyer, responded that since the 12-incb tube was able to show the en·
tire footbaU field, he saw no reason to have a larger tube merely to
show areas beyond the limits of the field where aU the action took
place. The concept of potential picture enlargement had escaped him
entirely!

With that background, we can return to the Philco Television Depart·
ment's 'Progress Report for 1937.' As detailed there, the Depart·
ment's laboratories were staffed with 29 men under the direction of Dr.
Albert F. Murray, who reported to Philco's William Grimditch, Vice
President of Engineering. Reporting to Dr. Murray were Frank J. Bin·
gley, Synchronizing and Defle<:tion Systems (five men); William N.
Parker, Transmitters (two men); Bernard Schnitzer, Studio and Con·
trol Room (five men); Norman Bean, Receivers (ten men); and
Schneider and Branson, Picture and Camera Tubes and Electron Mul·
tipliers (seven men). This latter laboratory included facilities for
blowing and forming glass and nigh-vacuum pumping.
For this writer, 1937 was memorable in that it was his first year with
Philco, fresh from a postgraduate year at MIT. The time was devoted
partly to "'earning the ropes' - spending short periods in various
oompany depanments, both Manufacturing and Engineering. One
month was spent in the Television Receiver Lab with Norman Bean,
much of that i.n the field-testing of various types of receiver antennas,
including rhombics. Transmitter power was low in those clays, so there
was more emphasis on antennas than now. We gave no thought what·
soever to the monopole. The 1937 Report gives short shrift to these
field tests, stating only that •considerable field work has been done and
various antennas tested." The •Portable UHF Field Strength Measur·
ing Equipment• that we used is illustrated in the Report.
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Example of 441-line tc.lcvision picture, November 1937.
The background of Frank J. Bingley, who headed Philco's Synchronization and Deflection Systems Lab, but whose influence was fell
throughout the Department, is of interest. He was born in Bedford,
England, and graduated from the University of London in 1927 with
degrees in physics and mathematics. lie joined the Baird Television
Company of London and, in association with John L. Baird, worked on
various mechanical scanning systems. lie came to this country in 1931.
Upon joining Philco he worked with such well known radio and television pioneers as Dr. Albert Murray, David Grimes (later Chief Engineer), and Philo T. Farnsworth. Bing. as he was known by his associates, became Philco's Chief Television Engineer, and with Bill Parker
was responsible for the design and construction of WJXE. In 1956,
Bingley was awarded the Vladimir K. Zworykin Television Prize by the
Institute of Radio Engineers for outstanding contributions to the development of oolor television. One of Bing's papers on the subject of
synchronization, "The Problem of Synchronization in Cathode-Ray
Television; appears in the Proceedings of the IRE (Vol. 26, No. 11,
Nov. 1938).
Although the writer always regarded Bing as an electrical engineer,
with capital Es, it was learned only recently that Bingley was also a substantial oontributor to the structural design of the antenna towers used
io the posrwar Philco microwave television relay system.
tOt

In the general period with which the 1937 Report de:.ls, high-fidelity
video modulation of the television transmiller presented real problems.
An interesting early solution, developed and p:.tented by William N.
Parker, head of Philco's transmitter group, is described in the paper, •A
Unique Method of Modulation for High-Fidelity Television Transmitters' (Proc. 1RE, Vol. 26, No. 8, Aug. 1938). He utilized an interesting
system known as "transmission line modulation," involving the novel
use of a quarter-wave line functioning as an impedance inverter. The
system was used with great success at W3XE. Lmear modulation up to
80% by a video signal of 4-MHz bandwidth was obtained with a peak
carrier power of (nominally) 4 kW and a carrier of I kW. This development is not dealt with in the 1937 Report because it was completed
in 1936, but a 200-MHz model made for demonstration purposes is pictured with the inventor.

The Report states that during 1937, department personnel wrote 19
formal engineering and technical reports, and submiued 106 invention
disclosures to the Company's Patent Department. In the area of publicity, the Report records that a demonstration was given before 400
guests at the Franklin lnstirute, and that three papers were presented
at a Rochester, New York, IRE convention, one on RMA standards
(Murray), one on synchronization (Bingley), and one on transmissionline modulation (Parker).
With reference to receiver design, the Report reveals that, inasmuch
as the date for the commercial introduction of television in the United
States was uncertain, it was the Lab's practice to construct receiver
models at intervals to embody all new and useful ideas available. At
the close of 1937, the Labs had under development models representing two extremes: "first, the best home receiver which it is possible to
design, and second, the cheapest, simplest receiver which would give an
acceptable picture."
Under the heading •synchronizing and Deflection Research,' the Report states that ·an improvement of prime imporlllnce, called
'quenched pickofr was developed' which operated to give perfectly interlaced pictures. A refreshing bit of candor appears in the Report as
follows: 'Research on deflecting yokes continued; after the best yoke
was evolved, RCA produced a new type of yoke which is superior to
ours."
In 1937, Philco was working closely with its British subsidiary, Philco
Radio and Television Corporation, Ltd~ which was also developing
television receivers. Reference is made to the Lab's design of a receiver for operation in Great Britain, where standards were quite different from those in the United States.
In the period dealt with, engineers often had to develop the test and
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Latest-design receiver for Philco of Great Britain.
measuring instruments to evaluate the equipment they were building.
One such instrument was a step-wave generator useful in measuring
overall linearity of amplifiers and other control-room circuits. Others
were an instrument for testing spot sizes of picture tubes; a high-frequency square-wave generator for testing amplifier response; a
•monoline unit' which permitted viewing the oscillogram of single pic·
ture-tube line; an oscillator providing 600-kHz impulses of one microsecond duration, used in horizontal waveform deOection experiments; and a noise-pulse generator to produce both synchronous and
nonsynchronous interference with pictures.
During 1937, the Lab designed 12 television receivers, most of which
were tuned by means of a selector switch, since it appeared evident that
television channels would not be authorized in a continuous band.
Three of the receivers were for double-sideband reception.
The year saw little change in the studio, other than an increase in
amplifier bandwidths to 4.2 MHz and the construction of a new studio
camera with electric motor control. That camera is iUustrated, with
Frank .Bingley as operator, in the Report.
That the Department was also interested in color television in 1937
appears from the following brief, unamplified entry: "Colored televit03

New camera. equipped
with motor-rahing de, ice.
r.J. Bingley is at
the controls.

sion pictures were transmitted by means of the usual 3-a>lor disc at
transmiuer and receiver.• The Studio section of the Report states that
"Television signals for the other laboratories have been produced for
many hundreds of hours during the year.• The writer recalls that most
of the video for this purpose was supplied from te:>t panems and from
pictures generated in signal-generator tubes or monoscopes made in
the Department's Cathode Ray Tube Laboratory. One such tube is illustrated in the Report.
ln the section on cathode-ray tubes, there is reference to work on
electron guns of the rwo-electrode, space-charge and screen-grid types,
single-~tage magnetic types, and blemish-eliminating types. Gun assembly centered on structures in which the gun elements were held together with metal pins and glass beads. Fluorescent screens were initially precipitated from water suspensions, but later were air-settled. A
four-fold increase in screen efficiency was achieved during 1937, and a
close approximation to white light was obtained. To expedite screen
tests, the Lab built a demountable cathode-ray oscillograph to pennit
rapid tests of various screen materials.

During 1937, a total of 95 camera tubes were made, of which 25 were
experimental, 62 were standard and eight were signal-generator rubes.
This lab also produced a number of grid-a>ntroUed electron-multiplier
tubes with mutual conductances up to 30,000 micromhos. Some of
these were used in control-room amplifiers.
With reference to the transmiuer, the Report mentions experiments
on the vestigial-sideband (modified single-sideband) transmission of
t04

Something new in camera tubes:
a "signal generator" tube
(monoscope). The picture it
transmits is printed on it.

the video signal. Sharp cut-off filters were used having an attenuation
of 60 dB at I MHz away from the video carrier. Separation of the unwanted sideband at and beyond I MHz was described as good, but introduction of the filters caused a phase delay which adversely affected
transmission.
A section of the Report, entitled "Plans for the Future,' lists IS items
for attention, among them the following: continue improvement of the
441-line system; enlarge and rebuild control room (and later on the
studio); rebuild television transmitter to secure somewhat more power
and to provide better layout; push single-sideband transmission experiments to successful completion; carry on a general improvement of
the circuits from camera to transmitting antenna; investigate A VC
(AGC) further with positive modulation; and determine best polarity
of transmission and best vertical synchronization b]'Stem for U.S. standards.
When the Report was written, no doubt in the ftrst weeks of 1938, the
thoughts of the Director of the Television Laboratories, Or. Murray,
were on what he dearly envisioned as the early introduction to the
public of commercial television receivers. He could not then know that
his timetable was to be altered drastically by events in Europe - the
start of World War 11 in 1939, and our entry into that war in 1941.
Lacking that knowledge, Dr. Murray wrote in his 1937 Report that
•Commercial television may break quickly" and that Philco had 'less
than one-third the number of required men trained in the art of television." He suggested that the company select men picked from its Engineeri.ng Department to whom a brief but intensive training could be
given in television receiver design, assembly and testing.
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Improved rontrol room, W3XJ

Dr. Murray's proposal never really came to pass, and shortly thereafter he left the Company. Commercial television broadcasting was in·
deed authorized by the FCC prior to our entry into the war, but only a
small number of television receivers was manufactured and sold. In response to the FCC action, a part of the Television Receiver group, then
under Bingley, was moved to the Radio Engineering Labs under
Palmer Craig. But most of the engineers moving out of the Television
Laboratories formed the nucleus of Philro's newly formed Research
Department under David B. Smith, Director of Research. There, the
Company's attention was focused on the electronics aspects of our industry's rapidly developing war effort. These men were a natural for
the evolving fields of radar, identification-friend-or-foe (IFF), proxim·
ity fuses (that used the Doppler effect to detonate artillery shells),
communications equipment, and other military gear. The Research
Departme nt's major rontrlbution to the war effort grew out of its rela·
tionship with the MIT Radiation Laboratory, under which the Department served as a development group for the Radiation Labs. It
was pursuant to that arrangement that Philco built for the U.S. Navy
the Model ASG radar, the first US-made airborne microwave radar
with Plan Position Indicator.
After the war, Philro resumed its television research and development, both monochrome and rolor. The Company's Western Development Laboratories in California was prime rontractor for the high·
definition, closed-circuit television display system installed at the
NASA Mission Control Center at Houston. It is used by flight ron·
trollers for telemetry, romrnunications, tracking data and other signals
from space stations. That high-definition system employs 945 lines and
a bandwidth of 20 MHz.
This brief look back at the television history of one U. S. company,
centered on the year 1937, may be brought to a conclusion by a 'threet06

Typical scene in the television labs.
Standing are. I. to r .•
Frank Bingley. Rufus
Applegarth of the Receiver
Lab. (later a co-founder
of NARCO), and kneeling,
Newland F. Smith of the
Sync and Den Systems Lab.

phase" glance at the technologies used in the relaying of television sig·
nals. Prior to World War II, RCA had developed a relay system linlcing
New York and Philadelphia (2] and used it experimentally for television. The video silJilal was amplitude-modulated on a UHF carrier.
Subsequent to the war, Philco developed, and used commercially over a
period of several years, a substantiuUy improved microwave television
relay system linking WNBT at the RCA building in New York with
Philco's WPTZ site in Wyndmoor. The intermediate relay station was
on Mt Rose in New Jersey. This system was used by Philco in the
New-York-to-Philadelphia relaying of NBC television si~als for re·
transmission by WPTZ. Because this relay operated at m1crowave frequencies, with the video silJilal frequenc:y-modulated on the carrier, the
system proved greatly superior to both the pre-war UHF relay and to
AT&Ts coaxial cable {if not AT&T's microwave systems).
While the writer has had no opportunity to locate and review official
documents. it is his understanding and rccoUection, reinforced in a recent conversation with a retired Philco officer who was personaUy in·
volved in the matter at the time, that AT&T refused to provide its
coaxial service to NBC if NBC were to continue to use the Philco mi·
crowave relay link. either to send or to receive silJilals from WPTZ.
Phik:o responded by bringing an action against AT&T before the FCC.
After an extensive hearing, the FCC determined that, although the
quality of the Philco microwave relay silJilal was superior to that provided by the {interim) AT&T cable. Philco must nevertheless cease any
attempts to interfere with AT&T's regulated then-monopoly in that
field of communication. The sy~tem did, however, see continued com·
mercial use in other fields. for example by private industry in providing
communications in parallel with long·distance oil and gas pipeline
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systems. in military communications, and in Cuba where a six-station
relay system was built.
A Philco sales brochure of the period (3] referred to its microwave
relay system as •a pioneer move toward the only practieal solution for
television nerworking of high quality on a nation-wide basis. • But sucb
is progress in the an of communications that, at least for long distances, this television relay system was eventually to be replaced by the
satellite relay systems with wbich we are familiar today!
Interestingly, here again Philco occupies a leading position. Philco
was acquired by Ford Motor Company on II December 1961,
becoming a wholly owned subsidiary. Philco Radio & Television
Corporation, first renamed Philco-Ford Corporation and now, by
change of corporate structure and name, Ford Aero~pace &
Communications Corporation (subsidiary of Ford Motor Company),
remains active in the field of relaying by satellite. Ford Aerospace has
built 15 communications satellites for lntelsat, an organization of 115
nations that provides worldwide communications.
Virtually all
intercontinental television broadcasts are transmitted via these Ford
Aerospace satellites. The recent Olympic games in Korea were
brought into homes all over the world through the agency of FordAerospace-built telerommunications satellite systems.
In conclusion, the author wishes to express his thanks to his friend
David B. Smith, a retired Philco vice president, who reviewed an early
draft of this paper, supplied some facts not known to the author, and
made numerous helpful comments.
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WESTERN ELECfRIC TUBES:
SOME INTERESTING AND HISTORIC

TYPES
Ludwell Sibley
Flemington, NJ

INTRODUcrrON

Western Electric products have a strong following among tube and
equipment collectors. This article discusses some of the electron tubes
designed (primarily) by Bell Telephone Laboratories and produced
over a 50-y~r period by the Western Electric Company. Some of
these items are of interest because of the technology in the devices
themselves; others because of the applications in which they were used.
Many are relatively unknown outside a particular industry sector that
used them.
This discussion cites particular families of devices and gives examples
of early tubes in those families. A tube 'comes to life• in the context of
the systems in which it was used. However, it is impractical to attempt
to analyze each of the 270 or so products that Western made. As regards WE tubes up to 1930, this article does not attempt to duplicate
the excellent treatment produced byl)tne (I).
THE MARKET

These tubes had a long history in the electronics industry but were
sold only in specialized 'niche' markets: the Bell System telephone
companies; other telecommunications operations like the railroads'
communication departments; military agencies, especially during the
two world wars; and the broadcast industry up to the late Forties.
Other specific markets in which WE equipment and tubes were: sold included professional audio systems (motion-picture sound, paging and
public-address systems, audiometers, hearing aids), aeronautical radio
(both airborne and ground stations), ship-to-shore radio, and a brief
venture, ca. 1946, into radars for ships. 'Western' held, between 1930
and about 1950, a strong position in mobile radio (railroad, aeronautical, public-safety; both vehicle and base stations). There was a line of
power tubes with capabilities up to 250 kW for AM and FM transmitten, but WE seems never to have tried to enter the industrial RFheating market that the other power-tube vendors opened up in the
Forties. With the exception of some broadcast receivers sold in
Canada by Northern Electric, there was no attempt to penetrate a mass
market.
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The entire Bell System used only about 250,000 tubes in 1930, compared to roull'tly 65,000,000 in broadcast radios. But WE tubes were
routinely lastmg 10,000 hours, at a time when RCA and other makers
w&e advising radio owners tore-tube completely each season. By 1940
BeD usage had grown to 1,250,000, still tiny compared to about
700,000,000 in entertainment uses. Thus the market for tubes of telephone quality, essentiaUy aU of it in WE's hands, was sizable but hardly
massive.

THE DESIGN ENVIRONMENT

The designers of WE tubes were free from many of the competitive
pressures and •fashion• trends prevalent in the consumer-electronics
industry. They innovated at their own pace: slow to adopt the octal
base in the Thirties, they developed whole families of devices with remarkable speed under wartime pressure, and later had Compactronstyle designs in production some years before GE introduced the Compaclron to the consumer market. They were apparently unimpressed
by RCA's efforts to promote the metal tube in the 1935-38 t ime frame;
the only metal WE tubes were klystrons like the 723A or 2K45. They
had little need to develop six-volt types until the late Thirties; indeed,
most of their early applications used series filament strings wired to the
24-volt battery supplies in telephone offices. Remarkably few multipleunit tubes came from Western: only the obvious full-wave rectifiers
(274A, 301A, 314A, 345A, 351A, 422A), a duo-diode-triode (352A),
and some twin triodes (396A/2C51, 407A, 412A, 420A, 421A). Unlike
the smaUer general-sales manufacturers, WE did not need to introduce
new types or repackage old ones in hope of opening up a market slot.
A Western tube was often optimized for a unique application for which
no broad-market device ever became available. The product line at
one time or another included the usual receiving-type tubes, klystrons,
high-power transmitting tubes, thyratrons, traveling-wave tubes, coldcathode diodes, VR tubes, 4-GHz triodes, cathode-ray tubes, and - for
wartime radars- magnetrons and TR switches.
The major design requirements were to produce interchangeable, reliable, and long-lived devices. It was expensive enough for a telephone
company to replace a failed tube in a microwave station, snowed-in on
a mountain top 200 miles from the nearest maintenance center; it
would have been disastrous to have to repair the outage of a submarine-cable repeat&, say, I000 miles east of Newfoundland in midwinter.
Thus reliability requirements, Telco or commercial, ranged from demanding to extraordinary. Fortunately, many of these devices operated
in benign environments. In the typical telephone application, the tube
was rarely cycled on and off and the supply voltages were regulated
closely. Tubes and equipment were designed by the same ftrm; there
Ill

Fig. I. Representative WE tubes ca. 1944, with their plate-dissipation
rating$. &a.c tQlf: power triodes and mercury rectifiers. Left to right:
340A water-cooled, 25 kW; 228A water-cooled, 5 kW; 279A, 1.2 kW;
266C, .10 A forward and 22 kV reverse; 2558, 4 A forward and 20 kV
reverse; 3088, 250 W; 31SA; 267B; unidentified. Bollom WI: two tennis-baU repeater tubes, probably 101- or 102-type; unidentified; 307A
pentode, 20 W; 393A thyratron; unidentified; 3108. 1n triangular fw=
mation: 313C cold-cathode diode, 7 I 7A pentode; 6AR6 beam tetrode.
At boUom: 1822 radar TR tube, for fuse-clip mounting; three unspecified miniature and subminiature tubes, probably including the 362A
hearing-aid pentode. Center: 357B triode, 350 W; 701A radar-pulser
beam tetrode, 100 W. Bottom right. .I!JIJIU mlf: 300B triode; three
unidentified; rectifier, probably 3B24. Bottom d&h1, J!llw: Jlll!: 715C
radar-pulser tetrode, 60 W; 316A doorknob triode; two other doorknob
tubes probably including 368A; 0156548 triode.

Photo: .A W.A Museum.
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was little incentive to push a tube beyond its ratings as might oocur in
entertainment equipment.
Western Electric equipment did not necessarily use WE devices. The
23A broadcast console, ca. 1935, used six-pin receiving tubes ( 42s, an
83V, 1603s, and 1609s) from any maker. The 258 speech-input equipment of 1947 could use Western or ordinary types (348A or 6J7, 349A
or 6F6, 35 tA or 6X5, etc.). Certain items like the 21A transmission
measuring set used a mix. Most WE-built military systems employed
commercial tubes wherever suitable ones were available. But such
cases were unusual.
SECOND-SOURClNG
A number of other makers made tubes of WE types, either under license or as commercial equivalents, primarily for the audio and radiotransmitter markets. As will be described in more detail below, there
were a number of near or exact substitutes, and a number of types with
dual general-market numbering. This was particularly true of post1942 devices used in miHtary systems. Table llists a number of these
cases.

TABLE 1
NEAR OR EXACT EQUIVALENTS OF WE TUBES
SIMILAR TYPES

DUAL-NUMBERED

WE

Industry

WE

Industry

~

~

~

~

2110
2428
261A
274A
2748
289A
295A
3008
304A
322A
J48A
349A
350A
3508
351A
422A

211
211
835
5Z3
5R4G'i
4826 or 2000
203A
2A3
834
803
6J7 or 1620
6L6G
807
6L6G
6X5G
504GB

3768
396A
397A
398A
401A
403A
4038
404A
4 08A
409A
4168
417A
420A
421A
44 3A
7078

5589
2C51
2K56
5603
5590
6AK5
5501
5847
6028
6AS6
6280
5842
5755
5998
6388
2K28
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NUMBERING

Western Electric did not attempt to encode information into the numbering of its tubes. As reported in Tyne, some early 2xx-series devices
sold outside the Bell market were new numberings of products for
'associate' use, for example, the 208A/IOID, 209A/102D, and
210A/104D. 1Wo tubes, identical electrically but with wholly different
base styles, might or might not have the same number. Same-number
pairs include the 20lA-201B, 274A-274B, and 300A-300B; differentnumber pairs include 255B-266B, 267B-319A, and 315A-321A. The
only attempt at distinctive numbering was the 700-series items, 700A
through 730A, whose common characteristic was that they were developed for radar use between 1940 and about 1944.
WE-originated tubes made by Standard Telephones and cables in
Britain carried numbers like 41010, 41020, 41040, 4215A, 4264A, and
4304CB, reflecting the U. S. prototypes less the "4."
"REPEATER BULBS" AND AUDIO TUBES OF THE TWENTIES

The classic tubes or early times have been well documented as to
their physical characteristics; however, their applications are not as well
known. Here are a few examples.
1010. Filament-type triode, replacing the 1923-vintage 101B in late
1921. 'Tennis-ball' (2-3/8' dia, 4-1/4' high) bulb or ST (1-13/16' dia.,
4-1/2" high) envelope, depending on whether made before about 1939;
4-pin base. Filament 4.2 V, 1.0 A. Transconductance, 1070 umbos.
25,000 hour life. Development code "L.'
The 1010 was perhaps the most interesting of the 101 family, which
included A, B, D, F, FA, G, J, L. and M versions. One enthusiastic report [2] claimed it as 'the oldest high-vacuum thermionic tube used in
commercial communications (wired or radio) in the world,' used more
than 12 years as of 1926, "ever since its proportions were laid down by
H. D. Arnold." lt was "the type most widely used in the telephone
plant" and "the most reliable and long-lived tube ever produced' as of
the time. Some of its applications were as follows: as the oscillator and
receiver tubes in the Type E power-line carrier system, ca. 1925; as the
oscillator and balanced-modulator devices in the highly successful C4
three-channel open-wire carrier terminal, ca. 1928; in the Dl singlechannel carrier telephone system; in the 22Al telephone repeater,
'probably the most widely used piece of vacuum tube apparatus used in
the telephone plant• as of 1926 [3]; in the 2A and 20 gain-measuring
sets; in the 4B, 6B, 6C, and SA audio oscillators; in the 3A and 12A audio amplifiers; and in carrier telegraph terminals.
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1020. Another filament-type tennis-ball triode, widely used in the
Twenties. Filament 1.8 to 2.4 V at LOA G , 500 umbos. 25.000 hour
'"
llle.

m

This item competed closely with the 10 I 0 for breadth of use. The
148 program amplifier, used on open-wire lines for necwork radio ser-

vice, used a pair in push-pull, along with 104Ds as output stages. The
88 studio amplifier, intended to drive a disc cutter or a folm sound
recorder, employed a 1020 feeding cwo 2050s in tandem. The 17B
amplifier, a cwo-stnge version of the 88, similarly used a 1020. The
tube turned up as a rectifier in the 203C and 518A volume indicators,
early predecessors of the volume-unit meter. The 44A I four-wire telephone repeater used a pair, each as a voltage amplifier for a 1010.
1040. Filament-type power triode, replacing earlier versions as of
1922. "Tennis-ball' and ST styles. Filament 5.0-6.0 V, 0.97 A. Gm,
1180 umbos. Minimum Life 10,000 hours; often 25,000. Development

code"o.•
This was a popular companion of the 1010, as in the transmitting and
receiving group amplifiers of the C4 carrier system. These amplifiers
used push-pull 1010s feeding push-pull parallel 104Ds to obtain good
linearity. (Negative feedback, with its performance enhancements, had
not been invented yet.) A special six-channel version of C4 was used to
multiplex the 1923 San Pedro-Catalina Island cable, which had replaced

A

Fig. 2. TWenties favorite~: 1020, 211A, 217A Latter bears paper slip
with 'Licensed for use only as a part of the Western Electric loud
speaking telephone outfil.'
Photo: L. A. Sibley
liS

the renowned AM-band radio link of 1922. As cited under 1020, the
1040 served in network program amplifiers of the mid-Twenties.
2050. 'Five-watt• filament power triode of tennis-ball style. Filament 4.0-5.0 V, 1.6 A. Gm, 1870 umhos. Development code •E.•
The 205D is widely known because of its wide use in WE equipment
sold to the non-telephone market. It appeared in the 8B, 8C, and 17B
studio amplifiers. The 42A power amplifier used two for audio purposes, two more as rectifiers. The 602SB hexagonal-cased amplifier
was similar, using one audio, one rectifier. The 32A public-address
amplifier used the workings of a 60258, with three 230Ds added as lowlevel stages. The SA transmitter for aircraft [4) used 205Ds as oscillator and frequency doubler, feeding a 211D.
Because of this popularity, the 205D was available from outside
sources lilce Jenkins and Adair of Chicago.
AIR-COOLED TRANSM11TING TUBES

Western Electric made low- and medium-power transmitting tubes
from WW I until the product line was sold to Machlett about 1948.
Some examples appear below.
:ZllD. 'SO-watt• filament-type power triode. Filament power 10 V,
3.0 A. Typical operation at 750-1000 V. Developmental type 'G';
Army Vf-4B; Navy CW-1818A.
This is another tube widely used in its time. As mentioned under
2050, the 8A oircrafi transmitter used one, modulated by three 211Ds
in parallel. The 9A transmitter, for ground use, was an SA with a 2S1A
amplifier stage added. The predecessor tube, 211A, had been used in
the Type E power-line carrier system, ca. 1926, as a 50-watt amplifier.
It had also been employed in push-pull in higb-power sound systems as
of 1923. The D-7n 12 radio transmitter, installed at the original
WEAF, used one as well, as an oscillator. A variant with wire leads
instead of a plug base, the 211E, appeared in the 1929-vintage lOA
amplifier for movie sound systems.
:Zl:ZA. "250-watt' filament-type power triode. Dimensions 13-5/8'
high, 3-5/8" diameter. Development code '1,' Army nomenclature vr6, Navy CW-1819.
Widely used in broadcast transmitters, two of these served as power
amplifier and modulator in the 0-77712 transmitter.
251A. '1000-watl" filament-type triode. Dimensions 21-11/16' high,
6-1/8' diameter. Filament: 10 Vat 16 A.
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Developed about 1930, this device was intended for broadcast and
shortwave transmitters. In AM ship-to-shore service, the transmitter
on the liner Leviathan used a 251A modulated by a pair of212Ds as of
1931 [5]. The WE 88-type 500-watt amplifier for police base-station
service used a pair of 251As; the 9A transmitter for ground-to-air
transrcission employed th.is tube for 400 W output, and was also applied in a Florida-Bahamas telephone circuit.
The 251A reportedly introduced a number of features that were used
for many years afterward: a molybdenum anode with fms and roughened surfaces for good heat transfer, a carbon-coated molybdenum
grid, and hard (Nonex) glass for the envelope. It was also made by
Amperex, but with a graphite plate. The 251A was developed into a
1200-watt tube of similar appearance, the 279A.

WATER-COOLED TRANSMITTING TUBES
For higher-powered transmitters, both in the broadcast market and in
transocean/ship-to-snore radio, WE made a number of water-cooled
transmitting triodes. Plate dissipation ratings were 5 kW (228A), 10
kW (220-type and 343A), 12 kW (240B), 20 kW (232B and 236A), 25
kW (340A and 342A), 100 kW (298-type), and 150 kW (320A).
320A. Filament power 35 volu, 435 A. Typical operation 15 kV at 8
A per tube. 0 01, 31,000 umbos. Nominal frequency limit 2 MHz. Dimensions 94" hagh (about half of it glass), 12" diameter overaU.
This remarkable tube of the late Thirties was intended for superpower AM transmitters, but the potential U. S. market disappeared in
the wake of the FCC action denying WLW a license for 500-kW operation. However, a 500-kW Doherty-amplifier transmitter built by Continental Electronics for station XERA about 1940 used eight 320As [6].
This device was unusual in having three filamenlS, to operate from a
three-phase supply.

GENERAL-PURPOSE ITEMS
WE made a wide line of low-power devices for audio and generalpurpose use. Some typical examples foUow.
21SA. Filament-type audio triode, development code "N.' T'my for
its time: 11/16" dia., 2-11/16' high. Filament rating 1.0 Vat 0.25 A.
Low-power design: typical output 3 mW. Army number vr-5; Navy
designations CW-1344 and CW-38015.

The 215A "peanut' tube was developed in 1918 for portable military
equipment but appeared too late for use in WW I. Four VT-5s did fmd
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use in the Wireless Specialty Apparatus BC-144 receiver, ca. 1928.
However, the 21SA also was useful for civilian purposes. It appeared in
Western Electric SOO-kHz monitor receivers for broadcast stations (the
JA TRF model and the 4-type superhets). It was used in audiometers
and, in the words of the time, "deaf sets.• In Canada, Northern Electric
used 215As in a consumer broadcast receiver. The 21SA was applied in
new equipment as late as 1930, in the crystal calibrator of the Navy
TAV-1 portable HF communication station. While tbe 21SA was
nominally a Low-frequency design, it could be made to oscillate at
wavelengths as short as 1.9 meters.
This tube was featured in a group of TRF broadcast receivers specially built by WECo for the New York police ca. 1925. Every precinct
bouse and "police booth" was to have a radio fiXed-tuned to the city's
station WNYC. Using railroad-type rotary selectors controlled by a
3000-Hz tone, a dispatcher would then be able to alert selectively any
location, any group of sites, or the whole force. The receivers were
made in AC and DC models, in black craclde cases (6).
262A. Cathode-type audio preamplifier triode, introduced ca. 1931.

•s• bulb, 4-pin base, with grid cap; 4-3/4" high,l-9/16" dia., similar to an
old-style 24A Heater 10 V, 0.32 A. Om, 900 umbos.

This was a special development for use as in audio preamplifiers
where low noise, especially low hum from the use of AC heater current,
was essential. The intended field of use was public address systems,
broadcast studio consoles ("speech input equipment"), and other highquality sound systems, with an eye toward ali-AC operation. The use
of an unusually high heater voltage (for the time) at low current came
from studies showing that hum arising from the heater came largely
from the magnetic field, and hence would be least with a low current
level. The 262A included a small, trapezoidal electrostatic shield visible over the heater wires at the base press. The use of a top cap for the
grid was intended in large part to assure high leakage resistance between the heater and the grid (greater than 100 gigaohms), improving
the hum level about 2S dB over contemporary single-ended triodes.
The internal elements were braced for low microphonic noise. The
262A symbolized WE's dedication to competing with other audio makers on the basis of technical refinement; two years later, smaller suppliers like the Gates Radio and Supply Company were still introducing
amplifiers using 27s and 37s as preamplifiers.
The 262A and 2628 found their way into a variety of equipment, for
example the 700A Volume Indicator, an early-Thirties precursor of the
volume-unit meter; the 1048 Amplifier; and the 86A Amplifier for theater souod systems. Perhaps the 262A's highest-profile use was in the
BTL-sponsored demonstration of long-distance stereophonic music reproduction in April of 1933, when the Philadelphia Orchestra, playing
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at the Academy of Music in Philadelphia, was presented to an audience
in Constitution Hall in Washington. (The orchestra was led by Associate Conductor SmaUens; the receiving equipment at the Washington
end was oontroUed by the orchestra's regular oonductor Leopold
Stokowslc.i - probably the world's most musicaUy qualified remote
operator.) The sound system was trinaural, with left, center, and right
channels. The microphone preamps at Philadelphia were 80A amplifiers using 262As; the receiving line amplifiers at Washington also used
262As (8].
310A. Cathode-type high-frequency pentode, introduced ca. 1936.

ST bulb, 6-pin base, with grid cap. Heater 10 V, 0.32 A. Om, 1800
umhos. Second-sourced by Raytheon.
This design is like a slightly elongated 6C6, but with silver-plated base
pins. The heater ratings were chosen with the intent of using the
heaters of two 310As in paralle~ the combination being wired in series
with a 311A on a 24-volt regulated battery supply.
The 310A's original use was in tbe line amplifiers of the Kl carrier
telephone system.
K I was the first cable-carrier facility, a 1936-vintage design that delivered 12 voice circuits via a 19-gauge cable pair in
each direction. After a field trial between Detroit and South Bend, it
was instaUed widely until the improved K2 design became available in
tbe early 1940s. Thus the "K' systems that oonnected New York and
Sao Francisco beginning in 1942 used a mix of Kl and K2 lines. The
310A was used in the ftrst two stages of the line amplifier, a repeater
placed at intervals of about 17 miles along the cable, typically in distinctive square brick huts with gabled roofs.
The 310A was broadly useful in other audio and high-frequency
applications over the next 25 years: in the high-frequency portions of
the Type J 12-channel open-wire carrier system, ca. 1939; in the 14C
program amplifier, a unit of 15-kHz quality that was widely used on
network rddio circuits up into the solid-state era; in the VI telephone
repeater, ca. 1940; u a DC amplifier in the power supply of the TJ microwave radio system, ca. 1960; as the audio amplifier in the 'Mickey
Mouse' transmission measuring system, an ingenious level-measuring
set that projected meter readings onto a screen about two by four feet
so that it oould be read from anywhere in the room; and so on.
The 310B was a development, modified slightly to give reduced no.ise
with AC operation of the heater.
311A. This pent ode, a 5-pin design with grid cap, was physically similar to the 310A and was its power-amplifier companion in the Kl line
amplifier, 14C program amplifier, J-carrier repeater, transmission
measuring set, etc. Heater operation used 10 V at 0.32 A.

tl9

328A. This tube was a 7.5-volt version of the 31 OA, for the same uses
but intended for use in telephone offices where the battery supply was
not closely regulated at 24 volts. In this case, two 328As with heaters in
parallel were wired in series with a 329A, taking a total of 15 volts. The
difference from the battery voltage was made llp in a ballast lamp. This
application was not common.

A pair of 328As were used, along with a 274A as rectifier, in the ACpowered version of a repeater for the HI carrier telephone system,
which derived a second voice path from an open-wire pair. HI was
quite popular with railroad telephone systems in the Forties and
Fifties.
32!1A The 329A was the 7.5-volt twin of the 3JIA; see 328A for its
field of use.
348A. A check of ratings and physical details shows this pentode to be
a 3108 on an octal base, with octal-size grid cap, and with a 6.3-V, 0.5A beater. It was used as a low-noise preamplifier in studio audio
equipment, for example the 40A console, 120C and 121A line amplifiers, 124-type monitor amplifiers, 129A quadruple preamplifier, and
other maio elements of WE's postwar broadcast tine.

382A Heater-type audio triode. Six-volt heater. No-base construction, to be wired into the circuit.
The 382A was the small (1-1/2' high, 1-3/8' diameter) preamplifier
tube in the RA-1095 amplifier for the 640AA capacitor microphone
(10). The size of the housing (to go at the end of a microphone boom)
forced use of a relatively tiny lead less tube. The 387A pent ode was
similar, but with a separate plate lead.
'DOORKNOB' UHF TUBES

The no-base, minimum-size 'doorknob" tubes developed between
about 1933 and 1937 were a successful attempt to provide devices useful in the then-new VHF-UHF specuum.
3J6A. Filament-type transmitting triode, 2-1 1/16' dia., 2-25/32' high.
Filament rating 2.0V at 3.65 A. Dissipation rating 30 W. Army type
Vf-191. second-sourced by GE and Tung-Sol.
The 316A was developed about 1934, apparently from an experimental device coded 149Y having very similar ratings. It was a power tube
capable of operating at UHF with appreciable CW power output: 8.5
W at 300 MHz, 4 W at 600 MHz. and an upper limit of oscillation of
700 MHz. It achieved a 30-W dissipation rating despite having a plate
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Fig. 3. 316AfVT·I91 doorknob triode, GE production.
Photo: L. A. Sibley

only about 1/8" in diameter. Its construction introduced the use of a
molded-glass "dish" stem.
It was convenient "off-the-shelf' technology for a number of UHF applications just before WW II, and thus became the best known of the
"doorknob" family. The 316A found its way into the foUowing uses: as
the 700.MHz local oscillator in the Mark 3 radar; as the receiver
preamplifio in the Mark 3 and 4 radars, until GE's 446-type
"lighthouse• tubes became available; in the GE RT-1248 transceiver
and, perhaps the most familiar of aU applications, as the transmitter
tube in the BC-64S and ABA airborne identification-friend-Qr·foe
(TFF) sets. In this latter use, it generated 20-W pulses in the 43S-SOO
MHz region.
368A. Another doorknob design, the 368A could dissipate 20 W and
deliver 3 W at 12SO MHz. It was tried as the receiver input tube in
radars ca. 1940, being one of the few devices available that could work
at 800 MHz, although with the rather poor noise figure of 23 dB. It
served in pairs as the transmitter tubes in the Navy's pioneering CXAS
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and Mark I shipboard radars, generating the then-substantial peak
power of 2 kW at 700 M Hz (11]. Developed into a double-ended version (with grid and plate leads out both top and bottom, it became the
368AS and was employed in the T-26/APT-2 radar jammer. The WE
703 seems to have been a slight modiJicntion of the 368AS for military
use, and was interchangenble with it. Tung-Sol produced at least some
703s.
0156548. One of the smaUer doorknob UHF tubes, this one was the
RF tube in a WE rodar altimeter developed about 1937. It worked
with a companion UHF diode coded 0157653. The altimeter was
somewhat large and power-hungry for wide use, but paved the way for
RCA's highly successful AN/APN-lthat used acorn tubes.
ffiGH-FREQUENCY AMPLTFIERS- 386 FAMILY
High-performance pentodes were necessary for improved circuit performance in the late Thirties. The following design family addressed
the problem.
384A. The 384A was the power-stage companion of the 386A in line
amplifiers of the L 1 system; see belo_w. lt had the same physical design.
Rated at 200 mW output. With an octal base and plate cap added, this
item became the 385A.
386A. Cathode-type pentode, developed in 1939. Special bulb without base, to be wired into the circuit; plate lead through top. Heater
6.3 Vat 0.15 A. G 4000 umhos.
This smaU pento'ae was developed for use in the remote line amplifiers of the Ll carrier system. L1 was the fttst commercial coaxial
transmission system, using a coaxial tube in each direction to pass 480
voice circuits in the 60-2088 kHz range (later, 600 circuits). First applied in 1940 on a cable between Stevens Point, Wisconsin, and Milwaukee, it was installed fairly widely until the L3 system became available in the mid-Fifties. (The Stevens Point cable remained in service
as late as 1980. Circuits from Minneapolis went on into Milwaukee via
Type K wire-pair carrier facilities.) L1 could carry a television channel
in place of the voice circuits, and was used this way for nerwork transmission until TOX and TD-2 microwave facilities became available in
the late Forties.
Line amplifiers for Ll were placed in huts about eight miles apart,
and were powered by sending high-voltage AC through the coaxial cable from terminal stations. The three stages of each line amp employed a pair of tubes in parallel in the interests of added reliability.
The 386A was a voltage amplifier in the first rwo stages, driving a 384A
output stage. The tubes were non-based to minimize stray capacitance
and inductaoce. The 386A turned out to be important far beyond the
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Fig. 4. The 717A, 403A/6AK5, and 3S6A pentodes.

Phcto: Reprinted with penn/ssion from tile Bel/lAboratories Record,
1944AT&T.

Lt system: it was the beginning of the 717A, 6NS, and 6AKS; as described below.
717A. Cathode-type high-frequency voltage amplifier. Special
short "mushroom• bulb on octal base. 0 4000 umhos. Army designation Vf-269. A variant of the 717A wit!\' slightly different parameters
was the 7 13A.

The 717A was a wartime development of the 386A pentode, with the
mount turned on its side and the plate lead brought out through the
base. It was used in early radar IF amplifiers at 30 and 60 MHz, as an
alternative to the 6AC7, and was replaced in turn by the 6AK5. Typical
sets using the 717A were the AN/APQ-7 and ·13 3-cm bombing radars
used widely in B-29s, the Philco AN/APS-IS, and tbe SCR-717 airborne search set. The 7 I7A also figured in the RF sections of the BC
733 localizer receiver and the R-'213/ ARCS VHF command receiver.
This tube was one of the few Bell Laboratories-designed tubes, other
than the 6AK5, to find its way into consumer electronic equipment,
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having been used in a 1946-vintage FM converter produced by the E.
H. Scott Radio Laboratories (12). The converter, a three-717A design,
adapted tuners intended for the prewar 42-50 MHz FM band to 88-108
MHz reception. (Considering the tiny production quantity, the 717As
may weU have been military surplus.)
400A/6AK5. A natural development of the 717A design was to put it
in a seven-pin miniature envelope. The result was the 6AK5, widely
used in radar IF amplifiers after about 1943. Further development led
to the 6AJ5, optimized for use with 28-volt plate supplies in aircraft
equipment. With muhiple makers, the 6AKS was widely used in con·
sumer electronia in the late Forties.

408A/6028. Conversion of the 403A to operation with a 20-volt 5().
mA heater (for use on telephone battery supplies) gave the 408A. This
design appeared in a wide range of equipment of the early Fifties: in
the V3 telephone repeater, the channel units of the 43A1 17-channel
carrier telegraph system, 1600-llz signaling sets, and channel circuits of
the Nl 12-channel carrier telephone system.
KLYSTRONS
Like Sperry, Bell Labs and WE played an important role in developing the klystron from an invention to a mas.~·produced radar component. Table 2 lists a variety of Western klystrons. It covers the exter·
nal-<:avity types, the 723-style items, a pair of electrically/thermally
tunable items for frequency-agile radars, and a number of 1959-1965
vintage designs that were used in Bell System microwave systems. The
application of the 452A and 449A is of interest: in order to obtain an
unusually linear FM modul(ltor with 70-MHz output, it was decided to
use a pair of microwave klystrons operating 70 MHz apart, frequencymodulate one of them, and take the difference frequency.
723A. Metal reOex klystron with integral cavity, tunable from 8702 to
9548 MHz. Octal base with small coaxial output line replacing pin 4;
repeller lead on top cap. Heater rating 6.3 V at 0.44 A. Output power
33 m W with 300 V supply. Also produced by (at least) Raytheon and
Ken-Rad.
The 723-type klystrons were developed as packaged local oscillators
for 3..an radars [ 13]. The earlier 707-type klystron, with its external
damp-on cavity, had proven troublesome due to corrosion troubles in
humid climates. An integral-cavity sealed design was highly preferable.
The 723A and its SU<XlCSSOrs the 723AB and 21<25 found use in genera·
tions of equipment: the WE AN/APS-4, Philco AN/APQ-7, and
WECo AN/APS-15; the receiver in the Bat radar-guided glide bomb,
the Hewlett-Packard '1'ype G" 9700.MHz signal genera lor, eu:.
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TABLE 2
WESTERN ELECTRIC KLYSTRONS
P'req.
aW
<MJfll
iblt

Other

lux

Typical

Use

Rcearks

Mokera

ElCTERNAL.(:AVITY 1'YP£S IN DtSK·SEAI.. FORMAT
40ZA 3100-4200 500 1947 TDX Trial
Dual-cavity
7078 1150-3750 140 1942 so Radar,
Ray,
Octal bas•
AN/IU'N-7
H'K

397A
45211
123A
126A
B

c
2K22
21123
2K25
2K26
2K29
2K54
2KSS

2K56

INTERNAL..CAVITYTYPESIN 723-STYLE OCTAL FORMAT
3840-4460 90
RCA
3900-4460
1950 TD-2 Te~lnal
Uaed in pairs
8700-9550 20 1943 AN/APS-4 @
Ray
3150-3400
1943
2800-3200
1943
2700-2900
1943
4200-4900 100 1944 AN/TRC-6 Rcvr
4280-4880 400 1944 AN/TRC-6 Xllltr
8500-9700 20 U4S AN/APS-4 f
Roy
Repl. 723A
6100-6900 120
RCA
llS0-3950 120
4290-4560 900 1944 AN/TRC-6 xatr
Repl. 2K23
4590-4160 900 1944 AN/TRC-6 Xatr
Repl. 2K23
3800-4400

''

IHTEJ'INAL.(:AVITYTHERMALLY·TUNED TYPES WITH OCTAL BASES
2K45 8500-9700 20 1944 TUnable RAdars
Holf-6L6 cue

2KSO 23.5-24.5 • 20

1945 TUnable Radars

H' X

Halt-6L6 case:

vavequide out
INn:RNAL.(;AVITY TYPES WITH WAVEGUIDE OUTPUT (BELL SYSTEM USE)

1959 TJ Xatr & Rcvr
1960 sveeper for THl
1960 TH1 Terminal

U88~

457A 10.7-11.2 • 100

1961 TL X.tr 'Rcvr

OCtal poverinq

459A 5900-6500 100

1965 TK Transmitter

4 598 5900-6500 <90

1965 TM Receiver

44 5A 10.7-11.2 • 500
449A 5850-6500
450A 6000-6200

12

in pairs

• OIU.
@ Allot> AN{APO-7. AN/APQ.IJ. AN/AI'$- IS. AN/APS-31. ete
\01\ Alio Raytheon and Ampera

#Abo Ampera. Kea-Rad. and Heine &o KAufman.

The three radars listed actually used a pair of local oscillators, switch·
able, for normal and beacon operation on different frequencies. The
physical design of the 723-type formed the basis of similar reOex
klystrons operating at much different frequencies lilce the 397A (38404460 Mfu), the 21<26 (6250-7060 MHz), and the 21<29 (3350·3950
MHz). The 723 was a favorite RF source for laboratory microwave
demonstrations. lt could be tuned into the 10-Giiz amateur band, with
the proviso that the user not touch the shell of the tube, which operated
300 V above ground.
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Fig. 5. Klystrons: 2K56/397A, 723A, 726C (preproduction model),
2K29. Common package design, but frequencies range widely, from
3.3.5 Gllz (2K29) to 9.55 GHz (723A).
Photo: L. A. Sibley

Fig. 6. 402A klystron.

Photo: L. A . Sibley

While a landmark, the 723-type was not the first metal klystron. A
very early GE unit, devised almost simultaneously with the Varian
brothers' work that lead to their klystron patent, looked like a 6F6 tube
with a coaxial Line coming out one side a.nd a repeller lead emerging
from the top. The same GE development yielded a six-cavity design in
a metal octal shell about ten inches long.

40V.. External-cavity amplifier klystron for the 37()().4200 MHz
range. This device, involving two clamp-on cavities, was an early approach to the problem of an amplifier for microwave radio systems. It
made its appearance in the 'TDX" experimental radio-relay system between New York and Boston in 1947 (14). Each of the eight radio sites
on the route used a transmitting amplifier comprising four 402As connected in tandem. Together, they consumed about ISO watts of heater
and B + power to give about half a watt of RF output. However, they
demonstrated that microwave systems could be built to handle several
hundred telephone channels or a high-quality television picture. The
TOX experiment, after sizable redesign, led to the Tl)..2 radio system
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TABLE 3
WESTERN ELECTRIC MAGNETRONS
Type

fltMtka

ftaQ· t MH;l _kK_

COAXIAL.()UTPUT TUBES, 3400 Mtlz AND BELOW. WITH EXTERNAL MAGNETS

700A-D
706A-c
706AY-cY
714A
714AY
718AY-EY
720A-E
728A-J
4J2l-30
4342

4J45-47

4J51
SJ23
SJ26

680-120 P
3019-3100
2914-3100
3280-3320
3280-3320
2720-2890
2720-2890
900-970 P

P
P
F
F

40
25
150
22
125
136
1000
275

Kk. I radar refit; Kk. 3, Kk. 4.

Early ship • air radar•• aulti-a!qr
Early ship ' air

ra~ara.

Oev. from 706A-C; 2000 hr. lite.
Double-lenqth veraion ot 718AY-EY.
In !ire-control ' aearch radara,
replacing ayatema ualng 700-type.
1220-1350 F 600 Replacement tor 5J2JJ apark pulaer.
40 Tun&ble replaeeaent tor 700A-D.
660-730 T
2750-2855 , 1100 LOng-pulse version ot 7208-D.
900-970 T
285 Tunable replaeeaent tor 728-type.
1074-1086 F 450 Pack sets ' searchlight control.
1220-1350 T 600 Tunable replac. .•nt for 4J21-30.
F
F

WAVEGUID£.()UTPUTTUBES, >3400Mtlz, IHT£RNALMAGNETS UNLESS NOTED

725A
730A•
2J48-50
2J51
2J53
2J55-56
3J21
4J50
4J52
4J78

r

55

Interchangeable vith 2J21. I \

9315, 9010,
• 1125 p
8500-9600 T
9375 p
9375 • 9245

50

Based on 725A. • \

9375

In SCR-717 l

24,000 ,

9375 ,
9375 F
9080 r

55
225

r so

~/APQ-13.

Based on 725A; tunable
Replaced early by 4J50

Derived fro• ZJ$1.

60

280
100
~80

Similar to 4J50.
Similar to 4J50.

t:'ljicd-frcqucn<.."')'i T: tunable
• See 7~A • clilftrent mechanical details.
@ 2J48 operates"' diffcn:nt freqlltl\C)', wltb closer frequency tok:rancca. 2J49 and 2150 o;~.·cte
produced by <Mhc:r•
I U>e<i in Pholco AN/APS-IS. WE. Northern E~«tr;c. and Ra}1heon made 300,000 of these.
.. E>ternal masnet (non-packaaed design)

and transcontinental microwave service by 1951. By then, it was possible to use 416-type triodes as the transmitting amplifier.
The 402A had a small place in the ID-2 system, as a sweeping oscillator in a signal generator, part of a test bay used in lining-up the equipment.
MAGNETRONS

Small, low-power magnetrons used with external tuned circuits were
widely known during the Thirties. They would oscillate well into the
UHF region. However, they could not produce the power output
needed to build microwave radars. All that changed when the British
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devised the cavity magnetron at the start of WW II. Under U. S. British cooperative agreements, a sample magnetron was flown to the
U. S. in great secrecy in late 1940. It became the prototype for the
700A and about 75 other magnetron types [ 15) eventually made by WE,
as weU as by Sperry, Raytheon, and others. Table 3 lists WE magnetrons and their uses. The devices were divided design-wise as fiXedfrequency or tunable, as external- or internal-magnet (packaged) types,
and as using coaxial or waveguide outputs. These were almost entirely
a wartime enterprise for Western, apart from some military work lasting into the Fifties.
700A. This devi<:e was a fixed-tuned 700-MHz unit capable of 40 kW
pulses. Its output was via a coBJtial line. Used in such shipboard guolaying radars as the improved Mark I, Mark 3, and Mark 4, it was in
operational use by 1942. A feverish development program soon obsoleted it. but the 700A was the first of its kind.
TRAVEUNG-WAVE TUBES

WE made a smaU but important line of TWTs for military and BeU
applications. These included the 444A described below, the 461A in
the 4000-MHz TD-3 microwave system, the 462A for the TM-Al microwave amplifier, the 473A ultra-linear type for the AR-6A 6000-MHz
single-sideband microwave system, the 6784 low-noise 3000-MHz type
for military use, and the M4041 3.5-watt space-qualified unit for the
1962 Telstar satellite experiment.
444A. This tube was used in the microwave carrier supply and transmitting amplifier of the TH-1 microwave system, introduced ca. 1960.
Developed from a prototype coded M 1789, it produced five to seven
watts at 6000 MHz over a lifetime of three to five years. It was used
with a permanent focusing magnet, and was air-cooled.

Fig. 7. 444A traveling-wave tube.

Photo: L . A. Sibley
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CATHODE-RAY TUBES
The WE line of the 1920s and 1930s included a small number of oscilloscope tubes. These were the 224-type, which used argon gas under
very low pressure for focusing; the 302A, the 325-type (4-1/4'), 326type (7'), and the triple-beam 330-type (7'). The latter three used a
novel two-base design for their leads: a conventional pin base at the
base of the neck, and a molded ring around the neck, part way up, with
pins for the deflection plates. This design avoided the use of four fragile caps as was done on conventional tubes like the 905 or 914. The
tubes were offered in A, B, and C versions having different phosphors.
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EARLY MICROPHONE HISTORY
Bob Paquette
Milwaukee, Wl
THE TELEPHONE ERA

The word 'microphone" comes from the Greek words 'micro,"
meaning 'small,' and 'phone' meaning ' sound." It first appeared in a
dictionary in 1683 as 'an instrument by which small sounds are intensified." This was in reference to acoustical bearing devices such as the
ear trumpets and megaphones of that era.
Microphones as we know them started with the first articulate telephone transmitter, developed almost simultaneously by Elisha Gray
and Alexander Graham Bell This was the liquid transmitter of 1876
(Fig. I). Thi.s transmitter would be classified as a variable-resistance
device. Its operation was as follows: the user talked into the black
funnel-shaped mouthpiece, at the base of which is a stretched membrane diaphragm. A metal pin through the center of the diaphragm extends down into the metal cup below. The cup contains a dilute acid.
An ohmmeter between the cup and the pin will show a fiXed resistance.
Any movement of the diaphragm will move the pin up and down in the
liquid and the resistance will vary accordingly. If wires from the pin
and cup were connected in series with a battery and telephone receiver,
any talk directed into the mouthpiece would produce articulate speech
in the receiver.

Mr. Bell did not want to use battery power with his telephone system,
so he tried to get around this obstacle. Hi.s first leased telephone sys·
tern in 1877 used two of his box telephones (Fig. 2) with only wire: no
battery. These sets, referred to as magneto transmitters, were actually
telephone receivers. As receivers they worked well, but as transmitters
their signal output was too weak to carry any great distance. Two of
these box telephones, with three miles of wire between them, required
the user to shout in order to be beard. What was heard on the receiv·
ing unit was very feeble. So one can imagine how inconvenient this system was to use: first to shout into the mouthpiece, then to listen in·
tently at the mouthpiece for the called party's weak reply. Bell and his
associates came to the conclusion that the transmiuer would have to be
improved, which would then upgrade the whole system.
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Fig. I. Bell's Liquid Transmitter.
Fig. 2. Bell's First Magneto Telephone.
4

Fig. 3. Edison's Lampblack Transmiuer.
Fig. 4. Blake's Carbon-Block Transmitter with Desk Stand.
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Western Union entered the telephone business late in tSn. Now,
with two companies trying to develop a better transmitter, other experimenters began to appear and offer their devices. Emile Berliner
with his loose-contact metal-to-metal transmitter, Edison with his many
forms of carbon transmitters and an electrostatic (condenser) design,
Hughes' carbon rods. Blake's carbon block, and Hunninp' carbongranule type were a few of the new names and devices to appear. Both
Berliner and Hughes used the term "microphone" to describe their
transmitters. This was due to the high sensitivity of both of their devices compared to the others. However, added sensitivity in these units
resulted in more erratic behavior and reduced dependability.
After the magneto type, the next improved transmitter to be put into
use was Edison's lampblack carbon unit (Fig. 3), another variable-resistance design . This transmitter was used in the Western Union system.
It outperformed the BeU magneto transmitter. Not to be outdone, BeU
purchased the Blake transmitter (Fig. 4) in 1878. It was troublesome at
flfst but with Berliner's help it was made more sensitive and reliable,
needing adjustment only occasionally. The Blake was used up into the
early 1880s.
The next importa nt step in transmitter design was by Henry Hunninp of England He used granules of coke between the diaphragm
and a metal backplate. This design (Fig. 5) originated in 1878 and was
patented in 1879. This transmitter was very effiCient and could carry
more current than its competitors. Its one drawback was that it had a
tendency to "pack" and lose its sensitivity.
In 1886 Edison improved this type of transmitter by designing a small
button-type container and using processed anthracite granules. Tn 1892
A. C. White improved upon this button by using a polished carbon
block as a rear plate and a similar block in front against a mica disc,
with the carbon granules in between. Due to the flexibility of the mica
disc, it worked like a piston. This button, mounted fltlTlly in the transmitter housing, gave the industry its first 100% reliable transmitter.
Known as the White 'solid-back" type (Fig. 6), it was used from 1892
until about 1925.
PRE-BROADCAST ERA

At this point 1 should mention that wireless telegraphy had been invented in 1895. By 1900 experimenters were trying to modulate wireless (radio) waves so that speech could be sent on them. This, then,
could be another job for the transmitter (microphone) in addition to
telephony. The telephone transmitter was the only available microphone in 1900. Consequently, it was used in early radio modulation
experiments. Keep in mind that there were no amplifying circuits in
those early years, so the microphone was connected into the antenna
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Fig. 5. Hunnings' Carbon-Granule Transmitter.
Fig. 6. White Solid-Back Transmitter.
Fig. 7. Lorenz Multiple Microphone.

Fig. 8. Lt. Ditchman's Multiple Microphones.
Fig. 9. Fessenden's Condenser Microphone.
Fig. 10. Fessenden's Trough Transmitter.
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Fig. 11. J. Berliner's Heavy-Current Microphone.
Fig. 12. Blondell's "Flame Controller."
Fig. 13. Majoranna's "Hydraulic Microphone.•
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and had to carry the fuU current produced in that circuit. Since telephone transmitters could handle a maximum of only about one-half
ampere, only very low-power radio transmitters could use this form of
microphone. AI; radio power was increased, new forrns of microphones
had to be developed.
One of the first alternatives was to use multiple microphones with a
common mouthpiece (Fig. 7). Another approach was that of Lt.
Ditchman: to mount four sets of dual microphones on a stand (Fig. 8)
and rotate them into the circuit at short interv.US to avoid overheating.
Multiple microphones had their various problems, one of which was
that a short circuit in one microphone would render the whole group
inoperative. This was solved in a patented circuit by Rudolph Goldschmidt, "Means for Working Microphones in ParaUel."
Back in 1879 and 1881, Edison and Dolbear had introduced condenser transmitters. They were not practical at the time for telephone
use, but now, with the search for high-power microphones, they were
reintroduced.
AI; early as the spring of 1900, Fessenden had transmitted and received intelligible speech at a distance of one mile. By 1906 he had
built a high-power radio transmitter and twO microphones to match.
These microphones could handle up to 15 amperes of current without
burning up. One was a condenser typ~ (Fig. 9); the other was a watercooled carbon- granule type he called his 'trough transmitter" (Fig. 10).

European wireless experimenters came up with a varied lot of highpower microphones between 1900 and 1915. J. Berliner (Telephone
Mfg. Co. of Vienna) made a high-current carbon microphone that was
air cooled by a fan mounted under the microphone, and an adjustable
stand to go with it (Fig. II). Anyone familiar with the inherent noise of
an early carbon microphone can imagine what the signal-to-noise ratio
was with this microphone, plus the added sounds of the motor and the
rushing air.
Blondell and Chambers had developed flame microphones in 1902
and 1910. Blondell's 'flame controller" (Fig. 12) worked as follows: A
and A are spark rods in an oscillating circuit adjusted just short of
sparking. Flame F is adjusted to reach up to the gap. By speaking into
mouthpiece M, diaphragm D vibrates and alters the pressure of the gas
supply, causing the flame to change its length. As the flame varies its
entrance into the gap, the resistance between the gap points varies, and
sparking occurs in response to its movements.
Majoranna, Chambers, Vanni and Sykes had developed "liquid" or
"hydraulic" microphones in 1906, 1910, 1912 and 1914 respectively.
Majoranna's microphone (Fig. 13) worked as foUows: A is the reser135

Fig. 14. Fessenden's "Microphone Relay.•
Fig. 15. C. Egner and J. G. llolmstrom 's High-Current Microphone..
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Fig. 16. Alexanderson's

M:~gnetic

Modulator.

Fig. 17. G. B. Marzi's Carbon-Powder Microphone.
voir that holds the conducting liquid that flows down and out of B in a
very fine stream. C is an elastic diaphragm driven by a metal diaphragm E behind mouthpiece F. About live feet from the reservoir
the stream breaks into droplets. A set of contacts H is located at this
point. Sound variations on the diaphragm vary the pressure of the
stream. Consequently, the thickness of the stream at the contacts
varies, producing a variable resistance in proportion to the sound on
the diaphragm. Using a voltage of 65 volts at 12 amperes gives us 780
watts: a one-horsepower microphone! It is appropriate to point out
one serious problem with this design. If someone would open or dose
the door to the room where the microphone was being used, it would
create an air disturbance that would move the stream out of the gap
momentarily, thus interrupting transmission.
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Fessenden and Oubilier developed heavy-current microphone relays
in 1906 and 1911 respectively. A differential magnetic relay was oper·
ated by a telephone. It, in tum, operated a heavy-duty carbon transmit·
ter in the antenna circuit. These devices were capable of handling up
to 15 amperes of antenna current. Figure 14 shows the Fessenden r~
lay. Tucl(er and Koepsel experimented with •hot wire• microphones
around 1907 but developed only specialized "large gun" detectors.
One of the better high-current microphones was developed by C. Egner and 1. G . Holmstrom of Stockholm in 1906. This microphone (Fig.
IS) was water-cooled and consisted of 16 separate carbon units. By
connecting the carbon units in different series and parallel combinations, various voltages and currents could be handled, from 10 volts at
20 amperes to 30 volts at 10 amperes.
In 1911 Alexanderson designed a special transformer he called a
"magnetic modulator" (Fig. 16) for use with his RF alternator. This
unit could handle up to 75 kilowatts. General Electric made three
smaller versions of this unit with model numbers UT-1643 (.5 to 1.5
amperes), UT-1357 (1.5 to 3.5 A) and UT-1367 (3.5 to 5 A). These
were for the radio amateur using fwe- to tOO-watt transmitters.

One other high-current microphone worth mentioning is one developed by G. B. Marzi of Cornigliano, Italy (Fig. 17). The patent defmes
it as a "microphone with carbon powder fall for strong currents. • As
the patent description implies, it is another variable-resistance device
using very fine carbon grains. The cup-shaped reservoir at the top
holds the carbon grains that flow through a set of conta(:ts, one of
which is controlled by the diaphragm. A cup in the base of the unit
catches the used grains. When this cup i.~ full, the user must stop talking. remove the cup, transfer the contents to the upper reservoir, replace the cup, and then continue the message.

WORLD WAR I MICROPHONES

Lee de Forest invented the Audion in 1906, received his patent in
1907, and introduced it to AT&T engineers in 1912. The Bell System,
looking to replace its mechanical repeaters with new technology, im·
proved the vacuum tube and developed circuitry not only for repeaters
but also amplifiers and radio. World War I created immediate demands for improved communications. Vacuum tubes not only helped
meet these demands, but also put the microphone back into a simple
circuit that no longer required bulky, complex, high-current designs.
Standard telephone transmitters could be used again, regardless of the
radio transm•tter power. World Wnr I microphones were telephone
transmitters adnpted for use with the new tube-type equipment.
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Fig. 18. WE D-14298 (T-1).
Fig. 19. Magnavox Noise-Canceling Microphone.
21
20

Fig. 20. WE T-12.
Fig. 21. Western Electric 318W with Push-to-Talk Switch.
23
22

Fig. 22. Magnavox ST-4.
Fig. 23. WE 360BW Microphone with 4A Hom.
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Western Electric developed specific microphones such as the D14298 or T·l (Fig. 18), to be used with their SCR-68 Army aircraft radio transmitter. They also supplied a slight variation of this micro·
phone, the T-3, to General Electric. GE in turn used it with the CG·
1104A radio transmitter set sold to the Navy. This was an early form of
noise-cancelling or "close-talking' microphone. Western Electric used
their No. 326 close-talking telephone transmitter in the CW-930 hand
microphone and the CW-1053 bulkhead microphone. These were used
with the CW-936 5-watt radio transmitter which they supplied to the
Navy to use aboard submarine chasers.
The Magnavox Company produced a noise-cancelling microphone
(Fig. 19) for the Navy to be used aboard its •mammoth NC planes. •
This same microphone was supplied to General Electric with a sprayshield cover. General Electric in turn supplied this microphone along
with other equipment to the Navy. Western Electric provided the
Army with other microphones for special purposes. A No. 337 telephone transmitter was mounted on a wooden handle for some field
equipment. WE also produced a 273W hand microphone and a T-12
hand microphone (Fig. 20) using a 323DW transmitter, to list a few.
PUBLICAOORESS APJ>UCATIONS

Around 1915, Western Electric supplied a very simple "loudspeaking
outfit" under two names, "Shawphone" and "Chau-Phone.• The Shawphone was used for very small paging applications, while the Chauphone was for chauffeur-driven cars. Doth used the 318W hand micro·
phone with a 182 horn and a six-volt battery. The microphones (Fig.
21) were available in dull black, nickel and polished brass.
After World War I, the radio industry grew by leaps and bounds.
Radio amateurs were introducing the public to radio. Companies lilce
Magnavox and Western Electric were introducing the populace to
"public-address systems," or sound-reinforcement systems as we know
them today.
Magnavox, a small company on the West Coast, had developed a
good hom-type speaker and some small amplifiers. Their experience
during the war with special microphones gave them the expertise to
manufacture a telephone for noisy areas. They also produced a sound
system called "Telemegaphone.• This was a complete system oonsL~ting
of a large 18-inch horn speaker, a con1rol boll. a six-lube amplifier, and
a model ST-4 four-buuon carbon microphone (Fig. 22). This system,
plus an additional born, was used to broadcast President Woodrow
Wilson's speech to 50,000 people assembled in the San Diego Stadium
in 1919.
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Fig. 24. WE 369 Double-Button Carbon.
Fig. 25. WE 370 Condenser Microphone.

Fig. 26. WE 323 Transmitter in Candlestick Telephone with Modified
Switch and "Long·Distance" Mouthpiece.
Fig. 27. Birdcage Stand with Megaphone-Type Microphone.
Western Electric had been experimenting with "loudspeaking• systems since 1907 in response to requests for this type of equipment. In
1912, they developed a high-efficiency transmitter and hom-type
speaker to be used between the test desk and the frame room of a telephone central office to expedite servicing. The microphone used
evolved into the No. 360BW transmitter with a 4A horn attached (Fig.
23). A few other special public-address experiments were performed.
One, in particular, used a water-<:ooled carbon microphone to transmit
speech 120 miles over 12-gauge wire to loudspeakers addressing a
group of 300 people. Three very large public-address setups by the Bell
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System using Western Elearic equipment were for the Victory Loan
drive in New York in 1919, the ceremonies auending burial of the Unkno"''ll Soldier at Arlington National Cemetery in 1921, and the inauguration of President Harding in 1921. The first event used a new-type
double-button carbon microphone numbered D-76577. The second activity used the same microphone, now identified as No. 369 (Fig, 24).
The third event used the No. 370 condenser microphone (Fig. 25) that
the BeU System was using in its acoustic research program.
BROADCAST ERA n

Radio amateurs in the late Teens were becoming entertainers. Some
of the more experienced and knowledgeable amateurs were playing
records and using microphones with their rigs. This made radio more
popular, and the general public was looking for receivers to get in on
this new phenomenon. So the year 1920 ushered in the commercial
broadcast era. Since there were now advanced tube-type circuits, microphones reverted to the simple single-buuon carbon types that were
plentiful in the telephone industry.
The early radio station used the candlestick telephone for a microphone. The typical transmitter element at this time was the Western
Electric No. 323. At first it was used as-is, tallcing into it as one would
use a telephone. With the receiver off-hook, the speaker was on the
air. As time passed. the receiver was removed, along with the hook
switch and contacts, leaving the microphone "on• at aU times. In this
case the volume and on-off function were controUed by the engineer.
In some cases the hang-up arm was cut off, leaving a stub so the announcer could use it as a press-to-talk lever, or, with the contacts reversed, as a •cough' or pause switch. Also, in some applications the
short mouthpiece was replaced with a brass megaphone six inches long
(Fig. 26). This aUowed the announcer or performer to work at greater
distances from the microphone. The next step was to provide entertainers with a microphone that would aUow them to stand and perform.
For this application, the constructor took the transmitter off the candlestick telephone, replaced the short mouthpiece with the megaphone,
slid this combination into a felt-lined bakelite sleeve about eight inches
long, and put smaU eyebolts on each end to suspend it from above.
Next came microphone stands. The first ones were modified birdcage stands and wooden plant stands. The birdcage stand was modified
to suspend microphones, while the plant stands were used with the
candlestick and other desk-type housings like the Western Elearic lA.
Also, some crude wood stands were made with counter-balanced boom
arms. Some of them had a rod extending out at waist height to keep
the performer a proper distance from the microphone (Fig. 27).
Some performers experienced 'milce fright.' They would have a ten141

dency to freeze up when they approached the microphone, so attempts
were made to disguise or hide it. This resulted in various types of microphone housings. RCA made a cloth--covered globe that was placed
on a plant stand, with the microphone hidden inside. GE used a tloor
lamp and hid the microphone under the shade. The performer was
told to sing by the lamp. Another problem with early singers, especially
sopranos, was volume control. If the performer did not keep a good
distance (about two feet) from the microphone, 'blasting" would occur.
This was, in reality, overloading the input circuitry and causing distortion. Some engineers worried about sopranos singing hi~ notes that
might shatter their tubes! Some singers were asked to smg an octave
lower, which brought about the new form of singing called 'crooning"
which became very popular.
MICROPHONE MANUFACTURERS

In the early Twenties. three major companies were producing mi.crophones: Westinghouse, Western Electric and General Electric. Westinghouse put radio station KDKA on the air in 1920; KYW, WBZ and
WJZ in 1921. Because proper microphones were not available, West·
inghouse began to custom-build them for this group of stations, continuing up to about 1927. After the candlestick-telephone period they began to work on higher quality units. They modified and used a
"phonetron' cone-type speaker (Fig. 28) which was later dubbed the
'dishpan• microphone. This was quite am improvement over the telephone transmitters since they aU had a squeaky high-pitched sound,
whereas the 'phonetron• had bass and midrange which made it sound
mellow in comparison. Their next generation of microphones were
double-button carbons. The clamping rwgs were made of half-inch
thick bakelite, the diaphragm was heavy paper with a strip of gold leaf
on each side, and the bridges were light-weight brass with brass cups
and felt washers. These microphones were put in felt-lined brass cylinders about three and one-half inches long and about four inches in diameter. The back was closed with a one-half inch thick piece of bakelite. The front was a brass end cap with a two and one-half inch opening covered with fine brass screen. Three binding posts were provided
under the microphone for connections. All these units had tabs with
holes for suspending them. Some units had wood bases with felt bottoms and the binding posts on the front of the wood base. Later a similar cylinder with a condenser element patterned after the Western
Electric condenser was provided. Because of their appearance (Fig.
29), they picked up the nickname "tomato can.'
In 1925 Westinghouse made a t.'Ondenser microphone (Fig. 30) that
was relatively portable. The old condenser element in the cylinder
housing had to be within ten feet of a lowboy phonograph console that
contained the preamplifiers and power supply. The new condenser was
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Fig. 28. Birdcage Stand with Modified Phonetron Speaker. Note
'Distance' Rod on Stand.
Fig. 29. Westinghouse 'Tomato can• Microphone with Wood Base.
30
31

Fig. 30. Westinghouse 1925 Condenser Microphone.
Fig. 31. Westinghouse Hushaphone.
built into a box that measured 10-1/2 inches high by 5-1/2 inches wide
by 4 inches deep and had three companment.S. The upper one contained the output transfonner; the center compartment held the condenser element; and the bonom space was felt-lined and held the tube
wrapped in felt. The tube was a non-microphonic PJ2 type with leadsno socket.
An unusua.l microphone produced by Westinghouse was the
'Hushaphone' (Fig. 31 ). This was a microphone for noisy areas. The
radio studio became busy at times with one or two people preparing for
a program and the announcer trying, for example, to gJVe the news.
The announcer could talk into this microphone and it would not pick
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Fig. 32. Westinghouse: Last Style of Double-Button Carbon.
Fig. 33. RCA Type 1 Double-Button Carbon.
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Fig. 34. GE Experimental Condenser Microphone.
Fig. 3.5. 1926 GE Bullet Microphone.
up anything in the background. llowever, the inside of the cylinder was
lined with half-inch thick felt. After a short time of smokers' breath,
liquor breath, and just plain bad breath, odors absorbed by the felt
made this design unpopular.
The last of the Westinghouse microphones was a higher quality double-button carbon made of heavy brass with a stretched duralumin diaphragm (Fig. 32), much like the Western Electric units. Westinghouse
had made a dynamic microphone in 1922, but because it required more
preamplification and equalization than was deemed practical, it was
never manufactured. They also produced a "glow discharge• design in
1923 that was considered the microphone of the future. It was written
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up in many of the trade magazines with very favorable reports. It used
a 3000-volt DC power supply to give the "glow" at the microphone. I
suspect that it appeared ominous to the users and, since it needed a
special power supply and required regular adjustment, it too was
deemed impractical.
General Electric made most of the microphones sold by RCA (along
with other equipment) between 1919 and 1927. RCA during this period was basically a sales organization owned by GE, Westinghouse,
AT&T, the United Fruit Company, and others. At ftrst, GE microphones were used in GE's and RCA's radio stations. An early doublebutton carbon microphone was an exact copy of the Western Electric
No. 369. The print on the bridge of this microphone (Fig. 33) read
"Radio Corp. of America Type t.•
In 1925 GE made a oondenser microphone that was mounted in a
housing li.k e the 'tomato can; with a large-size ooaxial cable 10 feet
long that wem to a preamplifier box on the Door. The 8-batteries for
this microphone were in another box on the Ooor, with a six-volt car
battery to provide the filament voltage. The microphone was mounted
on a heavy three-legged Door stand, making the whole setup rather
cumbersome. later, the microphone element and preamplifier were
mounted in a rectangular box (Fig. :34) with a multi-ronductor cable for
power in and audio out.
In 1926 a "bullet" microphone was built with a removable top which
allowed access to the 0 IA preamplifier rube. The microphone element
protruded out the upper half of the cylinder, making it look more like a
lantern than a microphone (Fig. 35). Other one-of-a-kind condenser
microphones were built for specific jobs. These varied in size, shape,
and tube complement. The bullet-type that GE produced in late 1927
became their standard oondenser for a little over a year. The instruction book referred to it as the 'RC' condenser, later called Model 3A.
This microphone (Fig. 36) was almost identical to the 1926 'bullet• in
appearance. In reality it was half again larger and had a three-tube,
two-stage preamplifier under the hinged top. The tube complement
was one 859 and two 199s.
The last of the GE condensers was the 'box brownie" or 4A style.
This unit was turned over to RCA in early 1928. Les Anderson and
Harry Olson reworked the preamplifier, and RCA began building them
in 1929 in their new Victor plant. It became available as the Model 4A
condenser microphone. lf purchased with the "announce• or desk
stand, the model number was 4AA. 1f bought with the Ooor stand, it
was the modei4AP (Fig. 37).
Western Electric was the leader in microphone engineering and development. As a subsidiary of the American Telephone and Telegraph
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Fig, 36. GE Bullet Condenser, RC or 3A.
Fig. 37. RCA 4AA Condenser Microphone.
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Fig. 38. WE Nos. 373W, 387W, and 600A.
Fig. 39. WE No. 371.
Company since 1882, having made telephones as early as 1878 for
Western Union, WE was well qualified. Through these early years they
made a wide variety of transmitter-microphones. After the 369-type
double-button carbon, they made three more similar models for the
broadcast industry: Nos. 373, 387 and 600A (Fig. 38). They also made
two desk models for general use such as announcing. paging. and
dispatching. These were the 371 and 389 (Fig. 39).
In 1922 when AT&T put WBAYand WEAF on the air, it was trying
to use the latest technology in all areas. This resulted in the trial use of
their condenser microphone for broadcasting. This experimental
model was quite large. The microphone element was mounted in the
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1A bronze housing. which sat atop a wooden plant stand. A short
ooaxial cable connected to a floor-standing Victrola cabinet, which
housed the preamplifiers and batteries (Fig. 40). lt was interesting to
note the station engineer's log of August 10, 1922: "First use of condenser transmitter. Have been using carbon microphone up to now."
August 16: "First broadcasting over WEAF, W. E. Co. West St. Tried
condenser transmitter but it failed almost immediately. Resumed on
carbon mic. Programs from WBAY studio." August 17: •WEAf has
trouble. WBA Y starts up again. 360 rn. Condenser transmitter. Sign
off with statement that WEAF is being used instead of WBA Y." August 18: "Condenser mic. sounds 'wheezy.' Change to carbon." August
23rd: "Condenser transminer working fine. Sing (oscillation] eliminated." September 14th: "Condenser microphone 'drips'- Intermittent clicks. We sign off for WJZ time signals." September 21st:
"Condenser transmitter in trouble. Blew it out with hot air. WEAF
still using WBA Y studios."

Fig. 40. First WE Condenser Microphone and Amplifier.
Fig. 41. WE D-70837 Condenser Microphone and 0-80513 Amplifier.
In 1925 a more compact version of this microphone was produced
and sold in some quantity. This was the D-805 13 amplifier with the microphone element mounted on top in the lA housing. or spring suspension ring (Fig. 41). The amplifier box measured 8-1/ 4 inches square by
5-1/4 inches high. It was lined with sheet metal for shielding and con·
tained a one-tube preamplifier. A six-conductor cable brought power
in and audio out. The microphone element was the new D-79897, later
to be given the number 394. In 1928, five styles of condenser microphones were introduced, using the 394 condenser element. The 47A
and 53A were cylindrical types (Fig. 42). The 47A was a one-tube
(239A) unit, while the 53A used two tubes. The 7A und 9A were desk
types that looked like mantel clocks. The 7A was •artistic dull black"
and the 9A was "statuary bronze" (Fig. 43). The SA and lOA were
matching floor-standing units in duU black and statuary bronze.
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Fig. 42. WE 394 Condenser Microphone and 47A Amplifier.
Fig. 43. WE 7A and 9A Condenser Microphones.
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Fig. 44. RCA PB17 Ribbon Microphone.
Fig. 45. RCA 44A Ribbon Microphone.
By 1931 Westinghouse and GE were out of the microphone business,
leaving Western Electric and RCA. RCA had been manufacturing the
4A condenser microphone since 1929 and was now introducing the nbbon velocity microphone. Western Electric came out with the 618A
dynamic, and Brush introduced the crystal microphone. Electro-Voice
entered the market in 1927, custom-building double-button carbon mi·
crophones. Microphones were not generally available to radio amateurs, bands, or the general public, so small companies like Electro·
Voice were beginning to appear all over the country to satisfy the de·
man d. In the I930s there were over SO microphone companies in the
U.S.A. For this article I will continue only with RCA and WE, who
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were supplying the microphones for the broadcast and movie
industries.
The first microphone RCA made for the movie industry was the
PB17. The housing for this mic was the same as some of the one-of-akind GE condenser types. It was a sandblasted aluminum cylinder 17
inches long and 6 inches in diameter. The bottom was rounded, with a
yoke to hold the ribbon element, which had a protective perforated
screen. The magnetic structure used an electromagnet requiring six
volts at one ampere. The cylinder housed a three-tube preamplifier
using 864s (Fig. 44 ).
The first RCA broadcast ribbon (Fig. 45) was the 44A. Early units
used electromagnets; later production used three horseshoe permanent
magnets. The 44A was finished in antique bronze. The 44B came out
in the late 1930s, finished in black and chrome. In the late 1940s the
44BX was changed in color for television to avoid light glare. RCA
called the new colors "TV" or •umber' grey and satin chrome. The gray
was actually more of a dark beige, while the screens were natural aluminum.
Until ribbon types came on the scene, microphones were omnidirectional in their pickup patterns. This means they picked up sound from
all directions, and were pressure-operated devices. However, most
nominally omnidirectional microphones became relatively directional
at higher frequencies. The ribbon microphones were bidirectionaL
They picked up sounds equally from front and rear, but little from the
sides, top or bottom. This was referred to as a figure-eight pattern.
Ribbons are velocity or pressure-gradient types, meaning that the signal voltage is proportional to particle velocity.
In 1936 RCA introduced the 77A ribbon microphone (Fig. 46). This
was the first urudirectional type. This microphone used two ribbons.
One operated as a velocity and the other as a pressure type. Since the
phase relationships of the two are different, the resulting pickup pattern becomes cardioid or heart-shaped. The lower part of this microphone consists of a stack of grooved discs with lambs's wool in the
grooves. The purpose of this design is to absorb the pressure behind
the pressure ribbon.

A more steamlined version of this microphone was supplied to the
movie industry, as the Ml-3043 or KU2A "skunk mic" (Fig. 47). The
rucknarne "skunk" came from the colors: aU black with a wide white
stripe down one side of the screen for directing it. The RCA 77B was a
smaller, more streamlined version of the 77A. The 77C (Fig. 48)
looked identical to the "B" except for a ring-type switch on the lower
part of the microphone. This was for selecting the velocity ribbon
(figure-eight pattern); the pressure ribbon (omni pauem); or the com149
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Fig. 46. RCA 77A.
Fig. 47. RCA MI-3043 "Skunk."
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Fig. 48. RCA 77C.
Fig. 49. RCA 748.

Fig. 50. RCA 50A Inductor Microphone.
Fig. 51. RCA 88A Dynamic.
ISO
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Fig. 52. WE 630A with Directional Baffie.
Fig. 53. WE 633A "Salt Shaker" Dynamic and 88 Transmitter Attachment (Baffle).

bination of two (cardioid pattern). Later technical and color changes
resulted in the 770 and 77DX. Physical appearance stayed the same.
RCA produced other microphones during this period. The 74A and
748 were smaU versions of the 44-type. Weightwise they were 2-1/2
pounds, compared to the 8-1/2 pound 44s. These were for less demanding applications, such as remote broadcasts. The 74A had a simple yoke and the finish was brown wrinkle. The 74B was first black and
chrome, then umber gray and aluminum, with a swivel mount replacing
the yoke (Fig 49). To compete with the Western Electric 618A, RCA
produced the SOA (Fig. SO). This was caUed an inductor microphone.
In reality it was a pressure type. Later came the 88A (Fig. 51), which
was a moving-coil or dynamic type. A 'bantam' velocity microphone,
the KB-2C was introduced as a desk microphone for general announcing. This covers the RCA broadcast type micr-ophones up to about
!950.
Western Electric foUowed their 6!8A with the 630A 'eight-ball' (Fig.
52). Then came the 632C, a close-talk announce mic, and the 633A
'salt shaker" (Fig, 53). In 1937 WE introduced the D-99098 tubular
directional element, which converted the 618A omnidirectional unit
into a 'shotgun' or 'rifle' microphone. This desi.gn (Fig. 54) was used
for long-distance pickups. ln 1938 ERPJ (Electrical Research Produc:u,
Inc.), a division of Western Electric working with the movie industry,
produced a small condenser microphone. This was given the number
D-99848. It used a new condenser element with the model number
640A. lt looked like a large buUet, and had a black wrinkle finish.
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Fig. 54. WE 618A with D-99098 Directional Element.
Fig. 55. WE 639A.
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Fig. 56. WE! RA 1142.
Fig. 57. WE 640AA Condenser Microphone and RA-1095 Amplifier.

In 1939 WE introduced the 639A microphone. This was nicknamed
the "bird cage." It was a rather large unit because it oontained a n'bbon
and a dynamic element It had a three-position switch which selected
the ribbon {bidirectional), the dynamic element (omnidirectional), or a
oombination of the rwo (unidirectional). The later 6398 (Fig. 55) oontained a six-position switch which aUowed variations of these three patterns. ERPI supplied this same microphone in a different housing for
the movie industry under the model number RA 1142 (Fig. 56). This
housing was larger and made of perforated metal with a bail for boom
use. The last Western Electric broadcast microphone was the 640AA
(Fig. 57) with the RA 1095 amplifier. lt looked very much like the t938
movie condenser except for a chrome fin ish. This microphone was introduced in 1946 and aimed at the FM broadcast market.
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Both RCA and Western Electric made a variety of other microphones for non-broadcast use. WE sold its microphone and loudspeaker line to AI tee in 1949. Alteccontinued to make the 632C, 633A,
639A, and 6398 for a while and introduced its own condenser microphone, the Mil system, in 1949. RCA continued to make microphones
up into the 1970s but eventually phased out of this business.
There were other early companies that made broadcast microphones
on a small scale, usually condenser types. A short list would be Brush,
Bud, Carrier, Collins, Gates, Jenkins and Adair, and Remler. Most of
the companies that started around 1930 produced brondcast microphones, but were unable to penetrate the broadcast market at that
time.
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Bob Paquette's Mkropho~ Mustum Is a prlvatt collection started in 1950 and displayed since l970. It is
the ~u1t of a continuing research Into the history and evolution o/ the micro-phone. The mu.&tum contains
over 800 diff~rtnt man oand models of mkrophonts, tht majoril)' of whiCh .art pt~19SO. Momy it(rnS
J~M<>dattd with microphones al\d their u§t are atso displayed. ThJs. includes many types o~ desk and floor
staru::ls, microphone enclosures. translormers, preampli(iers, amplifiers .;and test eq·UJp~nt. On file is a
coll«tion of ~ifieo~tion &htets, P'ltnt copies, C.ll!t<~~logs. advtrtising liter.. turt, ttdmil:o~l p3J*t't and cqpt(os
of ;artlc::les that ai)S)tart<lln l'ariy boob, magulnes, and technk~l periodicals. Three dis.plays are set up

to ~ow tluo servl« and t"f'building process of the earty carbon and condenser microphones 01long with tlw
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!ip~'CUI appant:ut Ullf'd

S•ntt th~ mK'f'Ophont tvolwd from tht ttlt-phont. • vo~nrcy ot ttltphorw transmitters
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l.IJe. un.i1s .v~ flW wte. Tht m~&~~tum bi opm 10 eh" public hy ntllng (414) o45-lo00 -SELECT SOUND
SERVICE. lNC.. 107 E. No~Hon•l Ave Milw•ulo.t't WIM"(•n•m S3Z04
il«Ofl displ.ly "long wllh "f~w t;lltf)' tt~
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